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Two distinct approaches to evolutionary problems were crystallized 
rather early in .the development of the evolutionary concept. The. first 
concentrated on unravelling and describing the actual course which the 
evolutionary process has taken in the history of the earth. This is the 
historical process, phylogeny, the methods of which are·mai~ly those of 
systematics, comparative morphology, comparative·embryology and palen-
tology. The·second approach emphasized studies on·the mechanisms that 
bring.about evolution, causal rather than historical problems, phenomena 
that can be · s·tudied experim~nf:ally. 
In the twentieth century the attention.of biologists shifted toward 
the.causal aspects of organic evolu.tion, .especially among genet1cists ·and 
biologists in related disciplines •. Since ,evolution is a change in the 
genetic composition.of populations, the study of the·mechanisms,of 
! 
evolution fall within the province of population genetics. Changes 
observed in populations may be.of different orders of magnitude and 
importance. 
The,present paper discusses experiments in '1.vhich two closely 
related species,.Drosophila ndyamexicana and Drosophila .americana texana 
were crossed in the .laboratory. . These ·.species .are not known to be 
sympatric·and have been-shown to-produce some fertile hybrids under 
laboratory conditions •. Populations derived from crosses involving these 
species were maintained in·population.cages. 
I am indebted to·Drs. ,R. W. Jones, B. P. Glass, J. S. Brooks arid 
J. R. Harlan for carefully evaluating this thesis ·and to Dr. L. H. 
Bruneau. for his assistance ·and direction· in carrying out the research 
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INTRODUCTION 
It has become well established that distinct but related species of 
the viritis group of the genus Drosophila can be successfully inter-
crossed and that the hybrids produced are more or less fertile. Penetrat-
ing analysis of the chromosome structure and relationships have been 
made by Patterson and Stone (1952). On the basis of genetic tests, the 
ten known forms of the virilis group were classified under four sub-
groups: (1) yi~ilis which probably is native in the eastern Palearctic 
and Oriental regions; (2) the closely related forms: americana americana, 
americana texana and novsUJ)exicana; (3) the distantly related North 
American forms which include montana, flavomontana, borealis and I , 
lacicol.a; and (4) littorali~ and imerentesis, both European forms. Two 
species were chosen for the present study: Drosophila noyamexicana and 
Drosophila americana texana. On the ~asis of current knowledge, these 
forms are geographically isolated. The distribution area of texana 
includes the states of ·Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia, Oklahoma, Arkanasas, Tennessee, North Carolina,and Virginia . 
.Q. novamexicana has been collected at three different localities: 
south-eastern Arizona, southern New Mexico, and western Colorado. 
Patterson and Stone (1952) suggested that as a result of hybridiza-
tion and recombination of the hereditary materials of novamexicana and 
texana arose .Q. americana americana. They claimed that the gene arrange-
ments in the chromosomes of .Q. americana americana are combinations of 
the inversions present separately in Q, novamexicana and Q. americana 
texana. It may be noted that Q. americana americana and Q. americana 
texana are at present subspecies which interbreed in the zone of overlap 
1 
of their geographic distribution (from Arkansas to Tennessee), 
.Laboratory models of hypotheticd zones of geographic areas of 
overlapping populations of noviamexicana and t;exanawere initiated in 
November, 1961, w:i,th the following purpo1:1e in mind: to determine the 
results of competition and selection when the hybrids formed were 
&!lowed to remain in the population. It wa,s hoped that inferences of 
2 
tl;le·possible i;;election pressures in a natural population could be made 
from laboratory populations. 'l'he laboratory populations used in this 
study were initiated with gene arrangelUents that had a definite frequency 
in tlte gene pool. of the population. These gene arrangements were 
characteristio of each population. As the populations were sampled 
repeatedly at given intervals, the relative frequencies of the chromosomes 
of different types were observed to change. These changes, appare!).tly 
µnconnected with man-induced modifications of nature, give an idea 
of the nature of evolutionary process. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In a number of species of Drosophila genetic control is now such 
that the artificial construction of various ki~ds of gene pools presents 
no particular difficulty. Classical methods for the experimental study 
of gene pools in the laboratory (L'Heritier and Teissier, 1937; Teissier, 
1942; Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946; Reed and Reed, 1948; Merrill, 1953; 
Buzzati-Traverso, 1955; Carson, 1958) provide an opportunity for the 
application of selection and the methods thus devised afford some 
control of population size. 
L'Heritier and Teissier (1937) followed the fate of various mutant 
genes which were introduced into populations of flies kept in large 
cages with controlled amounts of food. They found that rather than being 
eliminated, certain mutant genes tended to become balanced in the 
population at definite levels (see also Teissier 1942, 1943). Many 
other investigators worked with modifications of their methods and gave 
further evidences for the persistent genetic variability in laboratory 
populations (Kalmus, 1945; Reed and Reed, 1950; Ludvin, 1951; Kerr and 
Wright, 1954; Buzzati-Traverso, 1955; Merrill and Underhill, 1956; 
Carson, 1958; Hockman, 1961). 
Dobzhansky and collaborators studied populations of Drosophila 
pseudooscura using genetic variability of the chromosomal type found in 
various wild populations. From these studies it has been theorized that 
balanced polymorphism, both of the genetic and the chromosomal type, give 
adaptive value by helping to buffer the population against extremes of 
various environmental conditions. The superiority of the heterozygotes 
is sufficient to keep the polymorphic condition balanced in the 
3 
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population, even at the ·expenses of the inevitable production of certain 
homozygous individuals which will be less fit than the population as a 
whole (Dobzhansky, 1951; Dobzhansky and Wallace, 1953; Wallace, 1954). 
Buzzati-Traverso (1955) dealing with the same problem has suggested 
that heterozygosity for groups of polygenes as well as for single genes 
may serve as the selective basis of increased adaptive value and that 
natural selection acting over a period of time may br ing about visible 
or measurable changes in individual flies that paralle l increased 
fitness of the organism to its environment. This i ncreased fitness 
might also show up as an increase in the total biomass produced by 
certain populations in certain environments. 
Studies using interspecific hybrids in laboratory populations have 
been done by Zimmering (1948), Merrill (1951), and Moore(l952). These 
studies were directed toward the role of selection be tween two competing 
different Mendelian populations and it was found that both species 
coexisted, with one of them being favored. Hybrids were not formed or 
were inviable or sterile. Koopma:1 (1950) introduced Drosophila pseu_do-
oscura and Drosophila persimilis, each marked by a mutant gene, into a 
population cage. In each generation he discarded the hybrids which were 
phenotypically normal, in order to test the increase in sexual isolation 
due to selection. 
Birch (1961) bred together in a population cage two sibling species 
of the tephrited fruit fly of the genus Dacus. His purpose was to 
measure differences in adaptation of the two species to temperature and 
crowded conditions. He found that a difference of 3° C. reversed the 
direction of selection between the two species and their hybrids, as did 
also the differences between "crowded" and "uncrowded" populations. 
Bruneau (unpublished thesis) hybridized in population cages three 
5 
related species of DrosoRhila of the virilis group. The populations 
remained polymorphic and showed adaptive superiority of the heterozygous 
chromosomes to either. homozygous combination in almost all populations. 
In certain populations and for certain chromosomes homozygous co~bina-
tions were found to be superior to the heterozygotes. 
Using two related species of Drosophila of the mulleri subgroup 
Mettler (1957) introduced them into population cages . He tested the 
·effects of competition and selection between the species and their 
interspecific hybrids. Of the three chromosomes followed f or the ·effects 
of selectiop the s~cond and third e~hibited heterosis, the X chromosome 
homozygote of one species (D.. mojay~nsis) proved superior in ability to 
compete. 
LeFever (unpublished thesis) crossed two ,subspecies of fli es: 
Q. americana americana and ,ll. americana .texana in population cages. He 
follow~d the X and fifth chromosomes, and in all but one instance the 
heterozygous combination had a higher frequen~y than either of the 
homozygous chromosomes. ije ·also c9nsidered the possibility of inter-
action between the sampied genotypes. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Cage Populations. 
The flies that served as material for the investigation were 
DrosophiJa noyamexic5lna collected from Patagonia, Arizona (stock number 
2358.6) and Drosophila americana texana collected from Jamestown, 
Soµth Carqlina (stock number 2320 , 2a). Each laboratory stock was 
derived from a single wild female fertilized in nature . Both stocks 
were kindly provided hr the Genetics Foundation of the Un,ivers i ty of 
Texa~. 
Experimental populations derived from crosses involving Q. 
novamexicana and D.. americana texslna, and their F1 hybrids were main-
tained in population cages. Nine populations which were arranged into 
three groups were analyzed: 
I. Cages 1 and 2 were reciprocal cros$es. Cages 6 and 9 were 
experimental populations initiated. with F1 hybrid males and females 
to determine the effects in a population where the first generation 
consisted of various Fz hybrids; here crosses, if any, were of necessity 
between hybrid fprms. 
II. Cages 4, 5, V a~d 8 were e;xperimental populations of reciprocal 
crosses between F1 hybrids and a non-hybrid in order to determine the 
effects on chromosome frequencies in a population where the F1 hybrids 
were backcrossed. 
I 
III. Cage 3 consisted of a population where crosses were made 
using males and females of both species to determine if hybridization 
occurs when there was a choice of mate , This type of cross tested the 
6 
effects of competition between species and hybrids, if hybridization 
occurred, or solely between the two species if hybridization did not 
take place. 
7 
The experimental populations were bred in population cages similar 
to those used by Wright and Dobzhansky (1946), which in turn were 
modifications of those devised by L'Heretier and Teissier (1933). T~e 
cages were wooden boxes with outside dimensions of 14 x 10 x q inches. 
The bottom of the cages had 15 circular openings, 2~ inches in diameter, 
closed by tightly fitted corks. On the corks were placed crystallizing 
dishes, 2 inches in diameter, filled with culture medium that consisted 
of a mixture of water, yeast, agar, molasses, karo syrup, crushed 
bananas and proprionic acid. The medium was diced to facilitate egg 
laying by the females. The top of the box had a glass window through 
which the {lies and the conditions of the food cups could be observed. 
The la~eral and back sides the cages had windows for ventilation, 
covered by wire and gauze netting to prevent the entry and escape of 
flies. It was found necessary to cover the two lateral sides with 
aluminum foil in order to prevent the loss of moisture from the cage. 
The opposite side had a metallic funnel closed by a cork, which served 
as an opening to moisten the food in the dishes. A weak yeast suspen-
sion, was injected into the cage through a glass tube, while the flies 
were breeding. This water-yeast suspension was added daily and provided 
extra nourishment for the larvae (Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946). 
The flies were rais~d in regular c~lture bottles. Virgins from 
these were aged for six days and introduced into the population cages. 
An initial population of 200 females and 200 males with known chromosomal 
constitution was introduced into each of nine cages. The incidence of 
the chromosomal types in the populations was determined per cage, per 
8 
generation. Samphs ·were .taken at 15 days from origin and ·then at 30 
days intervals a;fter the initial saJnpling. The samp},in,g procedure was 
the ·:l;ollowing: A fi;,ei;;h food cup was inserted int;o .the cage and reil\oved 
24 hours la~er. Bits of this fQod covered with eggs were·placed in 
reg1.1,la'!:' culture bottles. When.the larvae·we:re fully grown .(about 8 days 
after tb,e sample Wi:lS ta'k;en) their sali,vary glat;1ds were stained an,d 
their chroil\osomal configuration determined by microscopic examination. 
To make ·~he sampl,e al\i representative as possible, the monthly 
sampl.e ·of 800 chromciHi!Pmes was S\lbdivided into 5 subsamples. That is, 
chips of food with eggs were taken on each of 5 successive days .. Thi~ 
gave 5 groqps of 160 chromosomes each. A sample may be consideJ;"ed as 
• a ;f.air mea.s1,1re of the stat;U$ of the population of a cage at the time 
·wl:ten it was taken. 
The -abrevi.ations for t;he ·Species involveq in the study were: 
T - . DroSOJi!hila s1meriaAAa ~.exanA 
N - Dr9sophUa n9,v~me~tcaaft 
TN· - fl,. hybrids, derived· from Drossuihila am~r;i.i::ana. texana females 
and Dro§gpb;il§ n<nz:amexicana males. 
JS'T - F1 hybrids, -deti.ved froiµ Drosoph.ila nqyaiv,exicana fem.al.es and 
.D~qsophila ~mer!cana texana males. 
9 
The cvosses involved and the date started are·summarized in the 
following table: 
lNliIAI, EXPERIMENTAL .POfUtATIONS 
Group Ca~e No. St;arted Initial population 
1 November 2,5' 1961 T i 
N cf 
December 1, J.96l. N ~ 
T c! 
6 April l.O, 1962 TN 
'f 
TN <!' 
9 July J.O, 196:2 NT !? 
NT o' 
4 April. 6, 1962 TN i 
N o' 
5 April. 9, J.962 N ~ 
;n ',CN o' 
7 Apt'il .15, 1962 TN !j?. 
T a' 
8 April 15, 1962 T ~ 
'TN c!' 






The crosses to obtain the F1 hybrids TN and NT wer e done by mass 
matings in regular culture bottles, with 80 virgin females and male$ 
introduced in each bottle. The F1 progeny were separated while virgins, 
aged for six days and then tran$ferred to the population cage. This 
procedure was followed in all experimental populations initiated with 
F1 hybrids, with the exception of cage 9. Due to the low number of F1 
hybrids recovered in regular culture bottles, the Ni and T ct' cross 
was done in a population cage, by intrqducing 200 virgin N' ~~ and 
200 virgin T ti!. The flies were left to breed and 15 days later the 
food cups were removed. The entire content of each cup containing eggs 
was divided and placed in six regular culture bottles, where the F1 
progeny hatched and were collected. The F1 hybrids were then transferred 
to a new population cage. 
All cages were inititated by placing the desired flies in it and 
one dish full of food. New food was added every three days for the 
remainder of the investig~tion. The room temperature where the capes 
were -kept was 23 ± 2° C. 
B. Cytological Techniques. 
The cytological exam~nation of the salivary gland chromosomes 
furnished information regarding the kinds of gene arrangements present 
in the experimental populations. Such examination was made using 
temporary aceto-orcein mounts (one percent orcein in 45 percent acetic 
acid). This method is unrivalled as a time-saving device, and moreover 
fresh temporary mounts are frequently superior to even the best permanent 
preparations. Full-grown larvae were decapitated in normal physiological 
saline solution (0,67 gm NaCl/100 ml of H2o). The salivary glands were 
·placed in 1 N. HCL for one minute and then placed in aceto~orcein stain 
I ' 
11 
for 12 minutes, The ·glands were removed from the stain and placed on a 
slide in one drop of 45 percent acetic acid, The glands were cov~red 
with a coverslip and the:l.r chromosomes spread by pressing lightly on the 
coverslip with'a needle. Tl:te preparation was then ringed with a mi~ture 
·of resin, Canada balsam and. lanolin. 
ln order to determine the ·gene arrange$ents of each species, the 
·gene arrangement of DrosophUcj, yir;Uis was selected as standard. Jl. 
yifilh has no inversion in either the homozygous or heterozygous condi"" 
tion. Therefore the F1 hybrids of Q. virilis and].. noyamexicana and 
.Q.. ·vi~ilis and Jl. all\eric£1,na teAana ~howed heterozygous inversions which 
could be recognized by the characteristic inversion loops. ';['he chromq"" 
ijome maps of this standard gene arrangement aa worked out by Hsu (1952) 
were utilized. The homozygo~s chromosome combinations for each species 
were determined by the banding .pattern and each inversion was located 
and recognized by the sequence of the bands on each of the salivary. 
chromosomes. 
When Q. noycj,me1ticana .and Q. americap,a·tex51,na were crossed to 
D. yirilis, microscopic e~aminaUon of the salivary gland chromosomes of 
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In the crosses between .Jl, novamexicapa and .n.. americana texana the 
X, second, fourth and fifth chromosomes were followed, The ·presence qf 
the same inversion in the third chromosome of both species made the 
cytological distinction of these chromosomes impossible. The sixth 
chromosome was not analyzed due to its minute size. 
C. Analysis of Results. 
In a random mating population th.e frequency of any genotype at one 
locus is given by the binomial square rule. The frequency of genotypes 
:(:or the loci ·simultaneously will be the appropriate term in the product 
of the two binomial exp~nsio;ns of the separate loci. Thµs if tl;le fre-
quency of A is q1 and that of Bis q2, the genotype frequencies at A 
locus 1;1.re: qf A;., 2q1 (1-q1) Aa and (l-q1) 2 aa; while for the B locus, 
the frequencies are: q; BB, 2qz (l~qz) Bb ap.d (l-qz) 2 bb. For the 
combined genoty~es the frequencies will be: 
A~BB •• .'. . . • • • • • • . • • • • . aabb 
~ new order of complexity is introduced when an attempt is made to 
study simultaneo~sly two or more segregating systems in the same papula-
tion, because of the probability that the evolutionary fates of the 
different components of a polymorphic _system are not independent. 
S-uch wil,l be the caf!e if; there is int,era.ction between the different loci 
,:; r 
in the determ;ination of the fitness of various genotypes. )for example, 
the fitness of individuals of the genetic constitution M, may be greater 
than those of the constitution aa, if at the second locus these individ-
uals are BB; but the fitness relationship may be reversed in the presence 
of bb at the second locus. If such is the case the loci A, a and B, b 
are not independent in their fates in the population. 
White (1957) working ·with the grasshopper Mon1ba sc.yrt.a pl;esented 
1:3tat:istical evidence wbiGh showed that the pericentric inversions 
carr;ed on two different ch:i:omqsoi:ne pairs in th:Ls species were not 
combined at ran4om in the adult male' individuals -of certain n~tural 
popu,latioI).s, The deviations from tan.dam combinatiqne were regarded as 
l3 
proof of genetic inte:r:acUQn between the two systems, This statistical 
analysis, as worlced out by Griffing, tested the interaction-effects 
by determinin,g the deviat::lonl? from proportionality to the marginal 
freqqenc~es, in the -case of each of the nine genotypes. The ana.ly~is 
involved the-al;'rflngement of the nine different kfl.tyotypes in ij 3 x 3 
matrix. ~~ test whether the three chrpmosomal combinations were 
ral!ldc;nllly c9m°Qine~ ~i,th, the other three chro1Il.(;)Soma.l eombinationi:;, the 
·e;Kpected frequei:,.cy of el;lch karyotype was determimacl from the margitlal 
totah by wltipl.:ying each row total by each colupin total and then 
' ' 
diviqi,ng PY the total number of observations. The oqserved value minus 
the ·exvected value gave the deviations, In a taplli;! of this kind the 
deviations in each row and each c;:olumn necessarity sums to zero, and 
the table as a whole 4as fo~t' deg~ees of freedom, wh~n t4e deviations 
£ram e~pectation l;lre tested by the ~hi-sq~are method. It involved the 
·partitioning of the x2 into four o:rthogon,d components each associated 
with a sinile degree.of freedom, 
'!'he data, thus take · .. the form of a ) X 3 matrill: as il};~istrated: 
Chromosome-2 
TT TN ,NN Row T9tal 
-::t 
(I) 
~ T'l' nll. n12 nl3 N1• 
ff.I 
~ TN n21 nz2 n23 Nf • 0 
1-1 
.... ts m,1 n31 P.32 'Q.33 N3, 
Column 'l'otal N.l N.2 N~3 N 
'theoretical. :f; requenc;:y 11 ;;:;,' N.t (N1-) I' ,. ,. ..
N 
Three table$ l:i,,):c.e .the one illu,strate<! above ·were dot1ie l'er experh 
mental population, per analysis, utilizing: (a) cµromosomes 2 an4 4 
(b) chromosomes 2 .and 5 (c) chromosomes 4 and~. 'l'he ·observed. 
frequencies n11 ...... n33 were t:ake'fl from the <;lata 1 the: theoretical 
freque:p.cies and deviat;ions were calculated by the method e:x:plained. 
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'l'he ,null hypothesis cot1isidered (which is alte.rnc;!tive tc;> the ·t'andqm 
ll!ating and nc;, selection) was that the chromosome.pairs in the popu,latiol!l 
' .2 
were independent systems. The test for interaction involvecl. the .x·c4) 
partition~ble into .fc;,ur Prthogonal components based on line.a~ ·and 
2 
quadratic contrasts. Probabilityvalues were de1rermined f~r each X(4) 
valt1:e to see whether or not the results supl)Ofted the 'null hypotheais, 
2 Any x:(4) value greater thap. 9.49 was co:Q.sidered significant and thus 
led to the rejeetion of the hyp9thesis, 
RESU,L'I'S MD OBSERVATJ;.ONS 
There was no common denominator in the nine ,experimental populat:lons 
studied. Group l, which incl1,1ded cage,s 1, 2, 6 and 9 were duplicates in 
regat'd to the in.itiaJ. composition of the population. Cages 1 and 2 were 
reciprocal qr<;>sses of texana and novamexicana, Gages 6 and 9 were 
reciprocal crosses in wh:i.<;:h the experimental populati.ons were initiated 
with F1 hybrid progeny. Group II included cages 4, 5, 7 and 8. They 
represeµted reciprocal crosses between the F1 hybrid and th,e parentc1.l 
1texs1,na or nQvamexican§i, Group IU consist;ed of cage 3 where the popula~ 
·ti.ion used as founders were males and females of both species. 
Tables 1 to 27 1:1urnmarize the results of the nine experime11ts. 
':Che information is arranged to show the percentage of homozygous and 
hetero~ygous seq:ond, ;foqrth and fUth chromosomes. The X ch,romo:;,ome is 
treated separately since it obviously constituted m.aterial which behaved 
remarJcably dUferently and was S\lbJected to CJ,Uite di;Eferent select;i.on 
·pressures ('rables 29 to 31), llomozygous texana chromosome& are repre~ 
i;;ented by TT, homozygous novamexica.n~ chromosomes by NN, and the 
heterozygous condition by Tij or NT. The chromosomal composition of the 
population is given in percentage. 'l'b,e distribution of the auto$omal 
classe$ found in eac;h l1;1rva analyzed is given (Tables 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 
18, 21, 24 and 2-7), .In these tables homozygous texana is denoted by T, 
hpmozygoul;l n.ovamexicana by N, and the heter.ozygoµs condition by H, 
· The data · i:t.re represented graphically in figures l to lS. 'l'he 
percentage ,of homozygous and heterozygous combinationi;i .of the chroma"" 
somes is shown for ea.qh population. ';['he time ordinate :i,s giv~n in 
·elapsed number of days. 
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The i.-ntera.ction ~ffects, u~in$ White; 1:1 {1957) method of ap.alysis 
are,shown on Tables 3J to 82. 
Group·l 
Cage l. {Tables 1, 2 and 3, Figures 1 and 10) 
Oage 1 wae begun on October 10, 1961. A few days ;Later the cage 
,was found to have a contamination of Drosqphila Ulel,imogas,ter and wai;; 
discontinued before samples were taken. It was set up again on Novemb~r 
25, 1961 with an initial population of 400 virgin flies of equal numbers 
of ~e;isa~a females and ns~vrunexicaµa male!i!, After an init:ial tendeµ.cyt;o 
oi;,cillate the·population size came into an equilibrium with. the food 
supply. 
The c.ro1:1s was obligatol,'.'y producing only·F1 hybrids (H .. H-a:} in 
the first·generc1,tion •. The,second generation ahowed a remarlcabl.e dr9p 
in fl;equency of the hetero?:ygous combination. ;tn the·ne;x:t generation 
,the 'heterqzygous chromosome combination built up,and remained th,e chrom<:>"' 
~ome combina.tion.recovered most frequentl,y {ex;ce:Pt for the·X chromosome). 
The·frequep.cies of the homozygous chromosome combinations fl\1ctu1;1.ted, 
but the uoxame;i,i:icana homozygqus chro!llosome had a higher frequency in 
altt10st all samples., 
.Table 2 shows that the equilibrium of the chromosome types was 
reached for the fifth chromosome. 
In·table 3 the distribution of the.autosomal class~~ recovered 
i~ each analysis is ·presented. All 27 possible coml:)ination wen~ pt;esent. 
No 0noti,ceable · trend in change, of .class fl:'equen~ies was qbserved. 
The data al:'e,p,:esent;ed gr,;1.phicdly in Figures 1 and io. 
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Cage Z. ('l'ables 4, 5 an4 6, F;i.gures 2 and 11) . 
This cage was started with ngyame;isica:na femahs and t~x.gna. males •. 
The cross was obligatory pr<;>dqcing .Qnly F1 hybrids (H-H-H). The cage 
went poorly at tg.e beginning, n<;>t may eggs being laid. The populatiQO. 
size did not iµarease substantially until after ~pproxim~tely 75 days 
from origin (visual estimation) . 
. The F2 showe9 a remar~able drop in the frequeacy of the heterozygous 
chroijlasome-combinatiqn and the selective advantage of the heterozygoµs 
combination was not shown, for any of the chromosomes involved in tqe 
i~vestigation. The homozygous novamext9ana chromosome combination was 
highest in frequency in all samples and for all chromosomes followed, 
Table 4 shows such re1:3ults. 
~quilibrium of the chromosome types was not reached for Any pf the 
chromosorp.es •. The total number of novame~ica:na was greater than 50 
percent (See table 5). 
The population rema.ined chromo$om&lly i;>olymorphic with the homozr 
gous te~ana and the.heterozygq~s chromosome irombination at low frequen· 
cies • 
. Almost all the 27 possible autosomal classes were prese~t. There 
·was a slight tendency toward an increase in frequencies of the N-N-N 
. . . 
and the :tf"'T-N classei;; wi,th a decrease in the frequency of the T•'l'.,.T 
class and the H-H-H class (See table 6). 
';rhe data are .presented graphicaUy in.FigiJres 2 ~nd 11. 
Cage 6, (Tables 7, 8 an~ 9, Figures 3 and 12) 
Experiment six was started with male and female Fi hybriQs from 
t:he cross texap.a females x n<:>v2;mEtxic@tia male$, The cage wetit well and 
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~ large·number of larvae were produced in each generation. Th~·pop4la-
tien built u~ rapidly. 
The hetero~ygous chromoso~e was more frequent iµ the first three 
analyses, but dropped :i,.:p. the·l05•day analysi,s to 28 percent and remained 
at th.at frequency for 1;:he rem.abider of the exJ?eriment. The q.omo~ygous 
noyanu~xis:;a;n~ combination increased :j.n tl).e l.05--day 11nalysis and rE1mained 
more or less stabb. ln all instances 1;:he fr~quency of ngvamexic,ma 
chromosome combination was higher than that of t.yxana • 
. The second chromosome heterozygotes were far more frequent than the 
two ·homozygous .combination :j.n. all a,;,.dyses, but in the 165 ..... day a:n.dys;l.s 
the homozygous.novamexisaua was more ab4ndant. 
The frequency of the heterozygous fourth chromosome fluctµated but 
in almost all instances was more abundant than either of the two·homozr-
gous combinati9ns. . The homozygous nruz1mexisana cJ.,:romosomes were ·more 
freq1.1ent than the nomozygo~a tea,~~a combination i?J. all samples. 
The relative frequenc;ies :f;or the three zyl?iotic combinat:i.ons of the 
fifth chromosome were·soi;newhat similar to those of the fourth chromosome, 
1he heteroZY$O'US oo~bination was alw~ys more frequent than either of the 
homozygotes, The·tex~nli!i chromosome arrangement was the l,.owest in 
frequency in eacch analysis (See table 7). 
T~ble 8 shc;,ws that the µavamexicana chro1µosoII\e frequency always 
remaine4 ov~r 50 percent and thus higher than the .texana chrom©sqme 
frequency. ~quilibrium of the chromosome typ~s was reached oniy far the 
to~rth cQromosome. 
Almost all the 27 possible autosomal classes were present .. No 
· trend toward selective ·advantage of a particular autosc:,~l ch.ss was 
noticed • 
. The data are presented graphically in Fig~res 3 an\i 12. 
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Ca~e 9. . (Tables 10, 11 aJ;J.d 12, Figures 4 and 13) 
The founder stocks for this experimental population were male and 
femi;ile Fl hybrids, obtained from the cross noyamexicana ~ x texana cf. 
~he cage went well, with a rapid increase in population size, 
The behavior of the chromosomes in each of the zygotic combinations 
was, remar~ably similar, The heterozygous combination was more abundant 
in all samples with only a limited degree of fluctuation. The hpmozy-
gous novs&me~i~anii ap,d J;,e~sll§, combinations showed equilibrium for almost 
iili chromosomef:l, (Table lOL 
For the X chramos9me the heterozygous combinatio~ was in all but 
one sample (15-day &na.lysis) rE!.covered in l:).ighe:i;- frequency, The homozy-
gous chromosome types reached equilibrium at the 105~day analysis, 
Table 11 shows the chromosome frequencies for Cage 9, N9vamexicana 
,,) 
chromosome frequency was in almost all samples ~O percent or somewhat 
Only the H-H-H combinatioµ in the autosomal class was represent,ed 
in the initial population. This class remained the most abundant, 
l;>ut almost all the oth,er possible classes were present. There was a 
i:ilight selection trend in favor of the double and triple heterozygous 
chromosomes. (See Table 12). 
Graphic representation of the dat~ is in Figures 4 and 13. 
Group U 
Groups II inclucied four experimental.populations which represented 
two,reciprocal c:rosses between the F1 hybrids and the parentd texana 
or novamexicana, ln general, the heterozygous chromosome combiJ;J.ation 
showed selective advantage. The frequency of the chromosomaJ combinati1;m, 
in the·:x; chrom.<;>some varied, depending c,n t)le parental stock used a.s 
founder for the population. 
Cage . 4. (Tal>les 13, 14 ·and 15, Figures 5 and 14) 
'J;'his e:icperimental popµlatio1t was started with F1 hybrid females, 
derived from a cross betweeti t~;x.:u1a femal~s · and novawexioan@ m,ales, 
crossed .to·the,pa:rental JlQYAn!ie?SLsa:qia mdes, l'he cage went well with the 
expected population increse and stabilization. 
The fourth and fifth chromosome analysis showed a highe~ recovery 
qt tQe heterozygous 9ombinatiQn in the 135 and 16~-day analysis, after 
showit;lg fluctuation in. frequency in the -previous analysis •. The homozy--
gous.j;exa.na, combinl;lt;i.on was the lowest in frf.:lquency in all cases. The 
·nqvwexic§ina homozygous oomQb1.ation showed. a prog;i;:essive <;l.ecrease in 
freq1,11:3p,cy (exception: foµrth chromo!;lome~ 75-day analysis), 
For the second chrom<;>some·the homozygous texaJl!i!, combination was 
always lowest in h~quency of recovep:-y. 'Ihe ~novamsxiaa:qa chromoi;iom~ 
qo~binat~on·pregominated in two analysea, the heterozygous ehromosqme 
· combination in the ·othe't' fo\,\r anal;yl!!es ('l'aqle U) •.. 
. For the X chromo$ome tq.e frequency of the three pqsi;d.ble combin~t:i,op,s 
was as follows: the tex~na homozygous chrcm1osome coJJ,'lbination, was 
recc,,vered less often, the ri.9yaIIl@x!c~:g.a homozygous chromosome c<;>mbinat~o"Q. 
·e:x;cept in one.analysis (the 135-.day andy$;i.S) always showed a hi~her 
freque~cy (Table 13). 
'l'he.cage was st~rted with 25%.te;isan§ ch'l:'omosomes and 75% D,gvamex~ .. 
·cana cqromosomes, In general there·was an increase in the.texana 
chromosome f;i;:equen9:i,es and in the 165-day analy~is, it reacq.ed 4Z.22%, 
The ·abundance of the heter9zygous chromosome ·Coml>inat:l.on w~s respo:mlible 
·. for the increas~ in . frequency of th~ • tixana ch1;omosome. (See· Table 14) .. 
· Table -15 distdbution of the autosomal cl.asses per 
sample. Ip. the 15-day analysis an possible classes.were present. 
Other analyses showed that there·was a trend toward the recovery of 
classes which conta~ned ij and~ chromosomes. Those classes with T 
chromosomes were the least frequent, tli.roughol.lt the ·experiment; .• 
The detailed <;onstit;ut;ion of the population du;ring its his·tory is 
shoim in.Figure 5 and l,4. 
Cage 5 ,· (Tables 1.6, P and 18, Figures 6 and 15) 
The founder stoc~ for the fifth experimental population consisted 
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Qf noyamexican,a females, and F1 hybrid males~ ob~ained by crossing 
<t;:exana fe1l\8,les with Qj;>Vamexic5lna males. The cage ·went well and after.· 
an i:P.itial oscillation ;tp..population size the population built up and 
no·other Uuctuatioxis were noticed. 
. ' 
The·population remained polymotphic througho~t the experiment. 
In.all analyses done and for aU chromosomes the homozygous texa:nll 
. . . I 
chrowosome combinatio~ was the least abup.dant. 
For the three autosomes involved in the study, the heterozygous 
I 
chromosome combination showed the highest frequencies •. The homozygous 
.qgya;mgqicana chromosome combination generally decreased progressively 
ip. frequency. (See Table 16). 
· The frequencies of the.D,O}Z:amexicgtna homo:1:ygous chrom9some cqmbina• 
tion and the heterozygous chromosome combination showed fluctuations for 
the X chromosom~. Heterosis can-qot be·saicJ, to have been establi.shecl and 
selection trends were erratic (See Table' 30). 
_As in the ·previous experimental popu,lation the texana. ch,romosome 
type increased from its original 25% frequency until it almost equalled 
the :novamexicana chromoseme ·type. . (See tab le 17) • 
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The auto~omal cla$se$ are-shown in Taple 18. ~he 15-day analysis 
showed d:L111tribution of all po1;3sible chromosome·combinatic;,'Q.s. The ·other 
andyaes showed slight trends favoring the triple -and double heterozygcn,ls 
classes, as if the population were·un~er a stabilizing selection 
· p,essure with tl:\e ·sele.ctive advantage .for the heterozygous cla$ses. 
The data are graphically represented in Figures 6 and 15. 
Cage 7. (Tables 19, 20 and 21, Ji'igu:i::es 7 and 16) 
Tµe :l;liea which served as material fqr this experimantal population 
were F1 hybrid fel!lales, derived from a cross between texana females aP.d 
nqvame:xiccma male!;l, cro1H:ied to · ~e;asapa males. The · cage ·went weU, no 
];'eduction i'Q population·s:Lze·was observed after the population density 
plate,!\u waa reached. 
The 15 and 45 ... day analyses showed l~ttle diffei-ence in t;he -fre .. 
quencies 0£ the homozygous ~e~ana chromosome combination ~nd the hetero-
zygoui; chromosome combination in the se<;:.ond chromosome •. Successive 
analyses showed a mar~ed reduction in the frequencies of the texana 
chromosome: combinattoP. with .an inverse increase of the·heterozygpus 
. ' 
chromosome-combinl;ltion .. ;Due to the experimental design the:novame~i£ana 
h,omozygous chromosome combination did not appear in the 15,..µay analysis 1 
but slowly increased in its frequency, reached a maximum in the 105-day 
analysis, after which its frequency ijiowly dropped, 
The anaiysis of the fo~rth chromosome revealed a slow increase in 
frequency for the heterozygous chromosome, followed by a drop and then 
a progressive recovery. In the last three analyses the hetero~ygous 
chrom<;>sotqe combination was more iabuJ1dant thal;\ either b,omozygous. The 
homozygo~s te~ana chromosome combinat~on shQwed a progressive decr~ase 
in frequency. The frequencies of the homozygous.11;qyamexicana chromosome 
combinaUoP. .Uuctuated, . ?to equilibt'ium of the homozygous chromosome 
types ·was reached; teXAQ~ always predominated (See Table 19). 
In the fifth chromosome, of the three possible·chromosome combina~ 
tions, the heterozygous predominated in all but one ·of the analyses. 
The frequencies of the homoz>7gous te~a,na chrQmosome combination 
flu.ctut;lted, as did the hotllozy~ous .ll!'.2Yamex~ga·~v~ chromosome co1t1bination, 
although tb,e later always remained less ab~ndant (Table 19). 
In general for the X chromosome the homozygous texana chromosome 
combination w:as recoveted !llOSt abundantly. 
Table ZO shows the chromosome freq1Jencies for this experimental 
population. Although the frequencies of the nova~x~cana chromosomes 
:fluctuated in .almost all analyses they showed an inc;rease froni the origin-
d 25% frequency •. Eqqilibt'iumof the·c\'l;romosome types was only reachecl 
for the :t:ifth chromosome. 
Table 2:t. shows the dist;-ib\lt;ion <;>f the autosomal dlasses, The 
· 15 ... day analysis sh<;>wed fopnation .of all possibh classes. '.Che ;followiqg 
.analysis showed a slight tt;'end toward tb,e' formation of a cluste:i; of 
classes aroqnd the heterozygous chromosome. Such a cl;uste1; .. somewhat 
be~ds toward the a-T-T and H-H-T combinations. 
The data a1;e·presen1;:ed dii;lgi;oam.atically in Figures 7 and 16, 
Cage.a. (Tabies 22, 23 and 24, Figures 8 and 17) 
The founder stock for this e~pe+im.ental population ~onsisted of 
texa;oa fem.ales and F1 hybrid mal,es derived from a cross between .,texaaA 
females and i;l9Y;§ttWXiaanama.les~ 'l'he cage went well, 
Analysis of the ,second chromosome frequency reveaied the he~erozy-
gous combination to be more.abundant or as frequent as the homozygous 
texana chromosome combination. The homozygous noyamexicana c:ombinati9n 
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,, 
was always l.ess abundant and di.d not make its appearance unt:iJ the 75-c;lay 
analysis. 
In the fourth chromosome either the hetero~ygous chromosome combina-
t;ion or the homozygous t@~a!1:~ chromosome combination pred,oniinated. 
Novamexicana homozygous chromosomes did not appea'):' until the 75-day 
analysis and remai1;1ed at a low frequency. 
Analysis of the fifth chromosome revealed that the heterozygous 
chromo1;1ame combination equiiltled or exceedeq the frequencies of the 
homozygous texan<!l chromosome, Novamexicana homozygous chromosomes 
grad\,'.\ally increased, but in all cases remained at low frequencies 
(Table 22), 
In all a,p1;1lyses of the ~ chromosome, the t.exap.a b,omozygous chroma"' 
some was favored (Table 30), 
Iµ all automosomes followed, novamexic~na chromosome frequeP.cies 
inoreased above.the original 257o frequency. For the X cq.romosome t;:he 
novame,xicana chromosome :f;requencies fluctuated (See l'ables 23 aµd 28). 
The data are represented diagramatically in Figures 8 and 17, 
Table 24 shows the distribution of the autosomal classes. T~e 
15-day analysis showed the distribution to be non-random, although al\ 
possible clasi;;es were present. In the ;following analysis, there was 
a sl.ight tre11,d indicating selective advantage of tl).e triple hyb1;id 
class (H-H-H). Thi1;1 class was maintained in relative abundance. The 
~las1;1es of double hybrids Ol ... H-T, T-l!"'H, H:-T-H) showed slighty favor"" 
able selection trends. 
Group·II;r: 
Cage 3. (Tabt,Q 25, 26 aµd 27, Figures 9 and 18) 
Cage 3 consisted of an ,xperiment~l population where crosses were 
mad,e·µsing males a:n.ci femal,es of both species. The-cage we:p,t well. 
Repeated sampiing of th~·experiment:al population show~d that the 
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-homozygous poxamex_i1s;§.ni cht'omQsqme combination was recovered more 
abundaµtly than either the hc:>m()zygous ux~na chromosc;,me or the hetero .. 
zygous chromosome combination. - The populati<m rem.ained polym9rph:i,o with 
fluctuati<>P.S between the frequ~ncies of the hotIIQzygous _ t~xan~ chrpmoeic;nnes 
and tb,e heterozygous c:;Qmbinatioµ ('+able 25). 
_The x; chromosome sq.qwed nea;rl.y the same chromosome combination 
freq'l\encies as did the a1.1tosomes, tb.e homozyg"us noya~ex!ca:pa cq,romosgmes 
bei~g in all cases ~o{e-abundant (Table 31). 
Table 26 shows t;hat tihe -freque-ncy of noxw:isi,can~ ahrom9somes 
was higq.er than the -origin.al 50% and alwayl:i highe-,: than the texa~a 
chromosome frequen~y. Equilibrium of t;he chromosome types was only 
reaQhed fo~ th~-ijecqnd ch~ompsome after 165.days of selection. 
The N .. N-N ch.ss was maint:aiiied quit~ weU in the popi1.lation. Th~re 
·was sel.ect;ioP. agai:p.st the T•T'"T claas, bl,1.t no other trends were noticed. 
OISOUSS!ON 
A, Cage ropulations •. 
When. a gel'!,eti,c,dly var:i..a~le gene pool fa.eel:! a new environroei;ital 
challenge, ehaJ'lSes may be expected to occur. To understand such chan~es 
it would be ideat ~o know the details of the structure and interactio~ 
of the gene pool before and after the chati,ges, Although such conditions 
can hardly be met in.any study of natural populations, an approacq. at 
least can be·made·using experimental laboratory populatio~s. 
Experimental popula,tions 1;1et up -in population cages are no'f:. intended 
to be·replica~ of ~ild ~qnditions. OP, the contrary the inve1;1tigator 
arbitrarily ~onttols, ,;19 far as possible, the intricate variables 
invoJ.ved an.d aims to follow one of them, .From population Ci:i,ge aqalysi~ 
much of the evidence fo-,r tl:t.e-adaptive function -of Drosophila chromosolIU\l 
polymorph;i..Sm has been derived •.. Obseryation of changes in thEi!l rel:ative 
frequencies of competing gene arrangements is usually said to be suffi~ 
cient to determine the·net ad~ptive·value or fitness value of the comp,t-
ipg ~aryotypes (Dobzhansky and Levene 1951). ijowever, experimeI\tal 
~opulations once initiated evolve new genotypes. T~ese genotypes may be 
·novel in :o.atl,lre and might -1;1eve1; have ocourre~ in the -wild· pop:ulatic;>1;1. 
The factors of the·w:i..ld e~viro'Qme~t upon which the populati~n's 
i;!ldaptation qepends are virtually Qnknown, The investigato:t;' can never 
hope to even approximate the·wild condition, The laboratory conditions 
are ·n,ovel to· the· species, yet they are ·not so extreme that -the species 
norm of r~actiori cannot pertnit both reasonable survival and adjustment 
of its ·gene poo1, l'.t :j,s this adj~stmep.t.which was studied in tbe·work 
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described. 
The data described in the present.paper ·utilized in,versions, which 
sel;'ved as markers in the anEitlys:i,.s of the ·experimental populations. 
J;nv~rsions represent .bl,oclc1;1 of genes in particqlai- sequences, so it was 
·the .gene seq1;1en,c;zes which .acitudly sel;'ved as the entities followed. :Sy 
appropriate crosses various hybrids were formed wi~h different combina· 
tions of the·gene-~rraniements. Populations of hybrids and homozygous 
"species" developeg. c;lifferent genetic syst;E;!mS under similar p1::essu1;es 
of selection. l'he fitness of the different.gene sequences was definep 
as to-their relative contribqtion to the gene,pool of the ne~t gen~ra-
tion, measurable in tenns of their relative abundance. The Garriers of 
the differerit gene sequences ·were demonstrated to have different; 
select;ive values! l'he assu1npt:lon was that the carrier of a particular 
g(;ln,e-arri11ngement might be better adapted th.an one with another sequence, 
and thus become more abuµdant; in the population. 
Group I 
CAge 1, 2, 6, 9. 
"these e;x;pel;'imeµ.tal popu1,-qtions were duplicates in trega.rd to the 
i:nitial. qqaut::Ltative ·compo1;1it;i.on of the popuh.tion. Cages 1 and 2 were 
·re¥iprocal crosses with the obligatory for~ation of hybrids in the-f1• 
Cages 6 ap.cl 9 were reciprocal experimentd pol;)ulations initiated with 
.:F1 hybrids • 
. There·was ~o common denominator in the results obtained from 
~xperimental populE;ttiol'IS, but no c:zhromosomal combination was eliminated • 
. The·event~ in the popu,latip~s were determined by the degree to·whic~ the 
h,eterozygotes w~re-~upe1:;ior to-tq.e homozygotes (hete:,:'osis), as weU as 
whether the two homozyijot;:es we'!!.'e equal ;in selective v~lue·or whether 
one·of them was superiQf t9 the other. 
Wide diver~ence~ in the·outcollle of what shquld have been repl.icata 
experiments wer~ obt;a;ln,ed. '.rh\ase divergencief! were mainly of two kinds; 
(1) diffetent eq,uiU,bria oi the chromosome types apparently reached of . 
IJ.ot reached by·popul~tions which were quantitatively of similar initial 
~omposition and<~~ erratic selection trends, which made the E!a~e 
·component of the popu1at;i.pn altern,ately increase and dec1:ease in fre .. 
ql.lency. The changel:! in equilibrium value and in selection t,;ends have 
been·oQserv~d in Meildelian population.s of mixed geographic origin 1:1-nd 
rarely il!l:populati.ons ot geogtaphically unifc:>rm origin (Dc;,bzhansky·and 
l?avl9vsky, 1953). 'l'he e~planati.on giveP. tq this co11,1.ple~ pq.enomen!;)n h 
that tne g~me eompiex;ei;i in the·chromosomes with different gene a1;tatlge-
ments t't'9m the same natural population have been coac;lapted b.y a long 
pro~ess «:>f ni;ttut'al selecUon to·prQq.uce fitn.ess :tnl!.ete;rozygotes. ?h~ 
results of Wallace U955), Vetuk.hiv (l.954) and Levine (i955) sugij(:lSt 
tha.t coa!Japtati.on involves the whole get1otype.. 
One can ha,rdly suppose tl:i.at the gent, complexes 'between two diUerent 
species are coa,dapted by natura.1 se~ection to produce superior fitness 
in .artificial hybrids. A diffe:iient explanation of the effect of hetero~y-
~osity seems to,pe nece~sitat;.ed by the data,·unl,ess.qne assutqes that the 
forn;uition pf heterQtic hybrids h in<;iicative of common .ancestry between 
the two·spec:i.es. 
ln arti.f:i,cial. hyl>:rid pop~lations tqe combiniltion of genes derived 
from differe1;1t Mendelian popqlations, gives a g1:;eat variety of g~notypes, 
mo1:1t .of which may never have-exis~ed or survivE;ld in nature. New 
ad,;ipt;;ivdy integ:ra.ted genotypes are :i;Cl>rmed jiind may be difhre1;1:t; in 
di~ferent populaiions, Natural seb(;!tio'J'I. woq;l.d tend to,perpetuate tlle 
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genotypee which pqssess hish .adapUve vdue·under the e:xiperil)lental 
condittons. 
DaCunha and Dobzhansky (l954) have olaimed that the.amount qf 
chra111,osomal. pol)l'ffl9rpb.il3m is a fun~tion, in species of Drgsophila, of · 
the·number of ecological n;i.ches occupied by those species. i'his cl.aim, 
so far seems to be supported by facts (Carso:n,, 1955), N()v~wexic~na is 
.re.sf:!ricted in geogpaphic dht:ribution and therefore it is subjected 
to :relatively ~onsistant envi.ronmen,tal fluctuations. Its gene sequence1;1 
have been claimed to be of only one type; it is a eh:romosomiqa,lly 
monomerphic 1;1\'ecies (Hsu, ~952). One wou;I,d imagtne the species to,be 
adaptively speciali.z.ed. . OP. the otl;ie;t" hand, te~a11,a hai;i a wide geographic 
~ange.·and di~plays.a high deg1;ee of ehro'!llosomal polY'!llorphism (Rsu, :!.952). 
When the two,specie~ were !;let up ia a pc;,pul.ation cage the homozyg~us 
.:QO:JZ:-~iC§.J.l:A.Oht'omosome combination·signJficantly outproduces the homozy• 
go~S. texana chromosome combination. This is assumed ta indicate t,hat 
. ' . ( . . 
in the relatively cc;mstant; niche ·provided by tb,e ·popl,llation cages, the 
·nQvame&i~ana homozygqtei;i J:iav~ ·supet'iot' selectiv~ ·value~ 
Gro1Jp ·II 
Ca~es 4, 5, 7, 8. 
The experi~e~tal populations i~cluded in this group rep~ese~t~d 
two,rec~proca~ backcrasses of the F1 hyQrids .to the·parental homozygote, 
.either noviamexis;aµa or ~@~ASA· Cag;es 4 and 5 were dupUcates in regard 
.to the initial chromasom~l compqsition. The results of the three 
·autosomes followed were.generaUy simil.ar int;hat the heterozygotes 
s.howed heterosis. Nearly every s~mple of each cage had more peterozy~ 
The three possible gene arrangiaments for each c;;hromosome were present 
in all samples and balan~ed polymorphic equilibrium was reached for 
most of the autosomes. $election trends were slightly errati,c and if 
equilibrium of the chromosome types was reached it was not at similar 
percentage values. 
Cage 7 apd 8 were bac.kcrosses an,d duplicates, in regard to the 
initid composition of the experimenta:J. population. l'he results were 
genera.Uy similar to those of Cages 4 and 5: the heterozygote in 
nearly all sampli=s showed het;eros;i.s; the population remained ohromo .. 
somally polymorphic. The sdection trends were slighUy er;1;atic and 
if equilibrium of the chromosomes types was reacherl it wa$ not around 
simi,lai;- percentages values. 
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ln all four experimental populations, the frequencies of the 
chromosome types lower in the i,nit;i.al populations generally showed a 
cons;i.stant increase. This increase can, be accounted for by the fact 
that all cages showed het;erosis, 
The fate of the homo?ygous chromosome combinc;ations wc;1s determined 
by the initial composition of the popubtion. The homozygous chromoso-me 
started at a higher frequency (75 percent) remained in all cases more 
apundant than the homozygous chromosome started at 25 percent frequency, 
The chromosomal type initially at low frequency increased in freqµency 
and was maintained iµ the populatton due to the selective advantage of 
the heterozygote. 
Althm,1.gh the· trends towa'!:'d selection of a particular autosomal 
class were sl;i.ght, this group of experimental populations seemed to 
show a slight sehctive advantage favoring the triple or doub:J.e 
heterozygous a~tosomes. These were the chromosomal classes which were 
mai,ntained quite well as the populations were repeatedly sampled (See 
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Tables 15, 18, 21, 24). 
These results mi~ht show that the selec;:tive adva:p,tage of a particu,.. 
· lat" class depends: (1) on the physical environment; (2) on !:he initid 
quantitative composition of the population; and (3) on the fact that: a 
popµlation as a whole is a harmoniously genotypic balanced system (Wri$ht, 
1952). 
Without a.ttE;!mptin,g an extended review of this complicated subject 
it might be worthwhile·to mention a few of the interrelated facts. 
It has ·long been knoW11 that the expression of a gene is subjected 
to the influence of genetic modifiers and that a gene changes its 
expression in different genetic backgrounds. Multifactoria.l inheritanc;:e 
has been recognized for several decades. Reeve a.nd Robertson (1953) 
have shown that wheµ a polygenic system is altered by selection so that 
the model phenotype is driven in a given direction, a conservative 
force tends to cjiuse it to revert wh.e;n selection is relaxed, 
.Dob~hansky and co-workers (1958) have shown that populations of 
several specie1:; of Drosopp.ila are polymorph:i.c in chromosomal strµcture 
·and that this•polym<,rphism is mainta:i.ned becat;1se of the adaptive 
superiorities of the .st:ructµral heterozygotes. Synthetic populations 
o;f structurdly different ch:romoi:iomes of diverse geographic origins 
mr diverse gene pools may or may not develop adaptive advantages of the 
structural heterozygotes. 
Waddingtqn (1958) started with a wUd type population and by means 
of.artificial selection built up a polygenic system producing a pheno-
type indisting~ishable from that: characteristic of a given homozygous 
mut;ant. Working from an entirely different point of view, Mayr (1953) 
has pointed out that peripheral populations of ma'.9,y species pf birds 
seem to be restricted in phenotypic variability as long as they are tied 
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to'the central population by interbreeding, but oft~n display sudden.and 
striking.changes in,pb,enotype when they become isolated from the gene 
·pool Qf the·whole·sp~cies. 
All these diveise ol?serv,ittions.point in, the same direction. '!'hey 
~mphasize-that the genet;:ic material of cross-fertilizing pop1,1.lations 
is not a fortuitous ag~regate·of particµlar u,nits, but is an ~ntegrat;ed 
whole in whiqh. the elements WOI'k in concert. Any change.in the·pro· 
J?O;rtions of di:f;:f;erent. genetic etement;s produced by selection requires 




This cage consisted of an experimental population initially composed 
of malels and females of both species, 'rhe outcome of the experimei:i.t 
did not dev:i,ate too·~ch from what was expected, Cross fertility hijd 
been found between the d;i,fferent members o:f the virilis group {Patterson, 
1947). In ,a mb:ed po:p1;1la1;:ion where theJ;e ii:! a choice of mate.s, one ·would 
expect a relative -abundance of crosses to occur within the ·a,pecies ~- In 
generai terms, the -e~peri,ment becomes on«:! ·.of interspecific comp~ti,tion • 
. Studies of interspecific competition have led to certain theoretical 
and e~per:j.mental conclusions. On the basis of theoretical equations, 
Volterr~ (1926) predicted that two·types with identical needs and habits 
cannot survive in the·sa.me place if they compete for limited resources . 
. Zimmering (1948) demonstrated experimentally the valiQity of the theory. 
Analy~is of the instances in which both species survive has shown that 
ther occupy slightly different nicheij (Crombie 1 1947, and others). 
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An unforeseen exception to the rule was found in Drosophila in the 
survival of two·types because·of the superiority of inversion heterozy .. 
gotes. The survival of more than one .type maintains the genetic 
variability in the population. 
In Cage 3 the·novamexicana arrangement in each chromosome was higher 
in frequency in all samples. Under the relatively restricted environ-
mental conditions which the·populat;i.on cage provided, the noy;amexicana 
chromosome arrangement outproduced the texana chromosome arrangement. 
However, the population remained polymorphic after 165-:;days of selection. 
Both species and their hybrids coexisted in the population. The 
heterozygous chromosome combinations were usually more frequent than the 
homozygous texana. The existence of the heterozygotes would tend to 
maintain the population polymorphic. Such pqlymorphism was not 
balanced due to the fact that there was no.heterosis. One would expect 
marked fluctuations in the frequencies of the heterozygotes and the 
texana homozygotes, while the novamexicana homozygous combinations would 
tend to remain in a rather constant range of fluctuation. 
B. The X Chromosome. 
The outcome of the nine experimental populations showed that the 
X chromosome represented quite different genetic material and was 
subjected to ,quite different selection pressures. 
Several extra difficulties were encountered while dealing with the 
X chromosome. The data are based only on the females from each analysis. 
'th:i..s means that the number of X chromosomes analyzed was less than·that 
for the autosomes. This number varied from sample to sample. The X 
chromosome of the males was followed, and it was found that the ratio 
between males and females was upset, the females always outproducing 
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the males (See Table 32). Similar upsets in the sex ratio were found 
by Brµneau (unpublished thesis) and he suggested it may be due to the 
crowded conditions present: in the cage, resulting in competition between 
the sexes • 
. Selection trends were highly erratic. Of the :rrdne experimental 
populations, chromosomal equi.librium .for the X was reached in Cages 1, 
4, 5 and 9. Iµ three of the experimental populations there was selective 
·advantage for the homozygous.novamexicana X ~hrmnosome (Cages 2, 4, 3). 
Only in Cage 9 did the heterozygous X chromosome combination show 
selective advantage, .Cages 1, 5, and 6 fluctuated in selection trends 
favoring the homozygous or the heterozygous X chromosoml? combinations. 
In Cages 7 and 8 the homozygous texana X chromosome showed selective 
advantages (Tables 29, 30 and 31). 
Ip, g~meral it can be 1;,aid that the homozygous X chtomoeome combina"" 
tions were favored. 
The failure of the heterozygous X chromosome to be superior :i;n dl 
e:x;cept one of the tests conditions may be due to the special need of 
the X chromosome for equal adaptedness in h~ploid and diploid conditions 
(Muller, 1950). In Muller's words; 
"A st1,.1dy of the expression of mutant genes whicp. exist 
in two doses in the female and one in the male (those in the 
X chromosome) shows that the species genetic mechanisms have 
been evolved for compensating the effects in the two sexes 
much more ne,;1rly the same than it otherwise would be." 
There might be a st:i;-ong internal ha.lace which may give the homozygous 
chromosome type superior adaptive value. 
tnother possible and perhaps more feasable explanation for the 
superiority of the homozygous X chromosome is that given by Haldane 
(1957). He claimed that alleles added to autosomal inversions must 
be cumulatively heterotic, while those added to segments of sex 
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chromosomes that are-genetically isolated from one another by suppres~ 
13;ion of crossing over~ need not possess that; ·property. Haldat;e' s expia"' 
nation, is favored and it could serve as a working hypot;hesia fo,;: futqre 
investigations. 
These ·species have previously been used in experimentpl population 
studies by Brune1;1:u (unpubUl:iqed thesis). The ·results are comparable 
to -those reported here. Usiµg the same type of e~perimental cages a~d 
l!.•. noxamexic•ana and~. ~· t.eAana. The frequency of yirilis chromosomes 
was predominant in crosses either with t~x~:Q,a or ;g.ovameKj,casa. In most 
cases the heterozygotes showed heterosis. ~runeau reported that, for 
any species, the reciprocal ob\igatory populations gave-similar results 
an<;l that little di,f:l;eretic~ ·exil:lted between these and the F1 initiated 
populations. As already discussed, the-results in the,present investiga"' 
tion were·not simihr fo+ the ,:eciprocal crosses or for the Fi 
inttiated populations. 
Mettler (1957) utilized experim~ntal cages in a similar investiga~ 
· tion using J?1;os9ph~l~ of the mulleri .subg;roq.p: Q •. a3:i~oneri,sis and J;!. 
mojavensis •. When·ie~red togeth~r in population cages the population 
came to-consist mostly of heteroiygotes and the parental species were 
maintained in ].ow frequencies. Cytological ap.,alysis sh<;>wec;l that in 
mast cases the-second chromosome heterazygote and the third chromosome 
heterozygote ex1'ibited heterosis. Only in one ·of the-populations did 
the -X chromosome heterozygote show- ~heteros ie ~ otherwise mo jsi,yeniais 
homozygotes had a greater selective value. As discussed, the rest.1-lts in 
the ·.present invest:iga'l;:ion wer~ similar, the n9vame~icana X chromoso~ 
' 
' 
showing a greater ·selec~ive value. 
It has been suggest~d by Patterson ·.and Stone (1952) th~t Q.. 
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americana americana arose as the result of hybridization and recombina- · 
tion ·of the hereditary materials of Q. novamexicana and Q • . americana 
texana. The present investigation as well as those reported by Bruneau 
and Mettler showed that occasional crosses could produce heterotic 
combination, These heterotic combinations could have survived and 
continued to contribute genes from one species to another which might 
eventually have added extra variability leading to the formatiort·of 
subspecies. 
c. Statistical Considerations. 
The organization of genotypes is undoubtedly a very complex 
phenomenon. To what extent and in what direction species respond to 
selection is usually explained in terms of genetic variability, but 
it seems obvious .that this is only part of the.answer. 
In an.effort to determine whether or not selection for one inver-
sion system resulted in the .incidental appearance of another, White's 
(1957) method of statistical analysis for "interaction effects" was 
done for each experimental population, chromosome pair (2 and 4, 2 and 
5, 4 and 5), .and population analysis (See tables 33 to 82). Chi-
square values were calculated (with four degrees of freedom) and 
positive "interaction effects" were found to exist between the inversion 
systems of the chromosome pairs in almost all population analyses and 
for all experimental populations. 
There are four possible explanations for the considerably consist~· 
ent and interesting results. (1) The mating system of the populations 
may not have been at random, i.e. failure of some flies carrying a 
particular genotype to mate. (2) There may have been a negative 
correlation between the several components of the selective value of 
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which only one~ the relative frequency of a particular inversion system, 
was measured. (3) Select~ve values or some components of them may have 
been frequency~dependent. (4) The fates of t:he several components of 
an evolutionary system are npt independent. 
Assortative matings does not seem unlikely on i!. I2,riori grounds, 
since we were deal:i.n& with o;lrtificial. populations constructed from two 
different Mendelian populations, lhe assumption that the populations 
were panmictic, mig;ht not have beeµstrictly true, Indeed, it is 
believed not to be true at al.l. in experimental population 3, where both 
species were bred together with a choice of mates (tables 78 to 82). 
lt should be npted that this was the only experimental populatipn where 
·"positive interaction effects" were obtained :i.n all. analyses a"Q.d tor all 
chromosome pairs. In the other experimental populations, for each 
chromosome pair statistically trei:lted, at least one analysis gave. 
"negative inte,:action ef:l;:ects". This m:i.ght show that if there wai:i 
departure from random mating, it might not have been significant, since 
there is no reason to assume that the mating patterns varied in each 
population from genel;'ation to generation, In spite of reservations, it 
is believed worthwhile t<l consider the other alternative whic;h might 
also ·explain the results obtained. 
The experimental design followed in the study did not provide for 
a method to study correlations between the several components of the 
selective value. Whether or not there was a positive effect of a 
deficient genotype on fecundity which would compensate for its negative 
effect on variability can only be dealt with theoretic;ally, 
lt is bel;i.eved that the differential. mortality of the varim.lS 
genotypes occurred quite early in the l:i.fe cycle. l'atterson and 
Stone (1949) did hybridization studies involving novamexicana and 
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tex~na, .directed toward determining the fertility 9f the hybrids formed. 
Although these hybrids are not strictly comparable to the ones formed in 
a popl\lation cage·expeJ;"iment (the·numbet;" of differen,t genotypes formed 
in a cage experiment is exceedingly large and variable, and. tpe fertility 
of all these possible·senotypes has not been tested), ~he hypothesis 
that the differl:lQ:tial 1,1urvival of genotypes occurs among gametes,zygotes 
or larval stages is favored. 
The frequency~dep~nde~t selective values as cons;i,dered mathemati~ 
cally by,Levene (1953) .is unlikely to,account for the high selective 
value of different genotypes under sim:i,.lar expe;dmentaJ. conditions. 
·Where different genotypes. are -adapted to alternative ecological niches, 
a particular favored genotype will tend to increase in frequency. 
Environmental qonditions are not claimed to have been stable in this 
study, but: all the experimental populat:(.0J;1S were treated al;i,ke. This 
explanation is very complex, since it involves factors unknown to the 
investigator and thel;'e·seems to have been·no obvious :ecoiog:i,cal dif· 
ferenees among the experimental populations. Spiess (1957) has demon~ 
strated that some ·of the select:i._VI;! val\les of the inversions in J!. 
Q~ri:i~milis were frequencrdepeµd~nt :l;.n certain, pop1,1lation experiW!nts. 
_A fourth po~sible ·exp~anation fo:i;- the re~mlts obtained is that the 
fates of the cl,iffet:ent components of an evolutionary system are ·not 
inde~endent, The estitr1ates of var:1;.ability from the binomial square 
·proport;:ions·showed that there is a "positive :lnteraction effect" 
between the chromosome arrangements in determining genotypic fitness.· 
~t should be·emphasized that the genetic tnaterial of cross~fet;"tilizin~ 
pppulations is not a fortµitol.ls aggregate of particular units, but ts 
·an integratecl whole in which the elements work in concert, AI\y chan,ge 
in propc,rtions of differe1;1t geneHc elemenU.prodiiced b:y selectidri; 
~equires compensatory chal;'l.ges in. other elements to proquce a newly-
it;ltegrated quilibrium • 
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. A,;i. important conoept 'in the dyn.amic$ of a population have been 
given by Lerner (1954). lt is cla~med that the gen.tic composition of a 
population is lwmeostatic; that is, the gelletic compositioJ\ of a. popula"' 
tiPI?. can. adJgst to ·assu,::,e its S1Jrvivd. This adjustment in,volves thia 
property of the population to tesist sudden changes in its genetic 
eon:,tpoai.ti.qn, Such resi1:1tani:::e may oftell be adaptive~ since too ,rapid 
response to sebction :eorce might easily trap the·:population an.d qause 
it1;1 extinction. Oompeµsatory mechanhms are developeq. by thj;\ ge!!l.otypes. 
One·such compensatory mechanism might have tee~ the simultaneous increase 
or decrease in frequency of two 9ifferent inv~rsion systems 1 by mean.s 
ot which a populeiU<m could 'l:J,ave ·produced a ne'(,71,y it;ltegrated genetic 
eql.liHbr,ium. Genet:i,c homaestati~ mechanhma might have been the po!c'!sible 
e,tiuse for the "positive iut:eractiQn effect:;i'' obtained in the pop"latio1;1 
Qage experiments. The "~9sitive · interE1.ctic:m effec;:.t$11 rp.ight lead to t;he 
stability 1;>f genotypes, This stabiUt+y, although anti.,,evolution~ry ~:n 
one·sensei is essential to evolution, for if genot:ypelil do :µot hi:!-ve soml!I 
continuity in time 1 :Lt is impp~sible -J:or natut'.;!.l sel,ect;ion to act it;'!, 
any directed faE;hion. It j.s interesting to uotric;:.e ~hat :fQ1; most 
experimental populations positive interaction effects we1;e uot obtained 
until the second or third population a~alysi,s • 
. SeriQUlil abjecti,ons to·the $1:at:i,.stical mo~el utilizecj. have been 
raised by Wallace (1958). . H~ hfls ·poi.nted out that one cann.ot le~:i.timate"' 
ly calculate the expected,nµmbe;i; of ho1Dozygotes and heterozygot;es. in a 
population on thc:a basis of .the binomial squ,are rule, without assl,Ullin~ 
that the gemetic frequencies have remain~d can1:1tant from thc:a beginnin~ 
af the generation sampled. This important point h relevant in Jt&:Q,sc:n2!J;i,la 
populat:iop.s, sinoe tlle initial iygotic frequenci1pEi can be tra.nsfo:t;imed 
by eiele9tign into vi.rtµally ~ny other ·set of f'requenc:ies. 
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Wp.e~he~ the stati~ti~al method utilizjd is en~irely reliable or not 
n~ doubt-will b~ discov~red ev~ntua.lly, and mor, refined methods for the 
·st\.ldy of the ·evqlut:t.onary dyl\itilics and dynamic ~entia syst:elJI.S wiLl be 
c;level9ped. 
1. involving two closelr 
I 
related species, Drpsopnpa a,mei;:ic51,na texana and Drosophila novam~xicana 
we1:e maintai11,ed in population C1;tges, 
. I 
2. 'l;'hese species ar1:1 -g.ot knowp to be sympatric but have been shown 
,3. The performance of nine ~xperimental populations an,d the £ate 
of the cq.romosomes carried QY them was toliowed. 
4. 'l'he nine pop4,lati~ns were initiated as followsi 
l . 
. 1. te;xana females x novam~xicana lll,,!!Jes and the reaipro<;\al 
cross 
2. F hybrids from the c;ross of texana females and nova• 
1 
mexicenamates • 
.J. F 1 hybrids from the cross of ng~~llle,xtcana fema.les ,;1nd 
texana malea. 
rr. 
1. F1 hybrids derived from the cross of teeanafel\1ales aqd 
nova.mexicana males crossed to the pa:1;ental nov~wexicana 
male and the repiprocal cross, 
2. !"1 hyb1;ids deriv~d from the cross of texana females and 
n,ovam!i3xic:a,na malei:i cros$ed to the parental texana males 
and the reciprocal cross. 
III. 
1, Males and females of bo~h species, 
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5. 'J;'lle · pQpulations were ~u;ialyr;i;~d cytologica.Uy at regl,llijr :i,nte:i;--
vals t;o det;epnine t;he effect$ of selection between the species aQ.d their 
in,terspecific hybrids. 
. . 
speo:i,es differed by ipversioqs :i,n the x:. second, fourth and fifth 
7, Many but by no means all the h~te;o:eo:ygous chroinosomes comb:i,na-
t;i.ons cqntrihuted to :i.'1!11-0reas~ fitness of tJ;ie·gef!.otypes., In ce1;tain 
, popqlation,s · anc;l cel:itail;!. page~, hcnnQZY$0\1S no¥,me~~ca11,s1; chromosomes werfi! 
·shoW'i1. to·pe superior ~o t;he he~eroiygqus chromosomes. 
~. Nova•x~cagJ;f c;ih~QmQsome ~ype was geTI,eraHy lllore frequent than 
·. th~ • texanfi . 
9. Popllla1;:ion~ subject~c;l to ·the -sa.me selectiv~ forces evolved in 
separate ·ways 11howing.tJ:1.e (:lomple,cit;y of'tl;le proqess ·and the differetlrt 
:flath whicq. t;1voluUon ~y take. in spite of qµantitat:ive s;i;mitar cQ111pas;i."' 
tioµ of the ·popuh.tion and dm:Ua:i; sel~c;1t;ive forces. 
10. It :i,s concluded (hat the fates of the-different componints 
of an evolutionary ayi;it~i;n aie nl!!)t iri.depend~J:l,t aa 1:1hown by ~tati/ilUcal 
analyselil, 
ii, . A disoqssiotl il!i preije~ted giving the rdationship-s of thi~ · 
study tQ othe~s of simitar an~ r~lat~d natu~e. 
suqG:El>'l'IONS FOR·FURTHER $'l'UDY 
l. S:i,Q.ce .an upset in the sex :i;ra,Uo.: has bee11 repeat~dly observed, 
it W0\1ld be des;i.l!'aQte to d~tetmine·whe~her it is due to the c-rowc;led 
Gonditions and competitiqn iTii the :r;>opulati.on ca~es (Br1..n:\eau, 1956) or 
whet;:her hybridii~tion has a direct effect in.upseting the mechanism 
pf se~ l;'ation •. 
2. The telease of tremep.do~s variabili,t:)" due to :repQ,:nbinat;i.cm is 
<>hvioui;; in hybdqhatio:n studiefl!. f4ri;he~ wcn::lc h ne~ded it). the stud,y 
of the t;"ehase -of genl;lt:ic vari..ahility due to frossing over. This 
sp~~;i.es prqvide e:icceUellt ~terial fot; cytologica1wo:tk :i;i;i crpssingQver, 
.espec:J.dly tq.e ,\!le<;i:n\d chrowosome whi~h diffe;s by do1,1b1e inversi,;n:i.i;, 
3. Fu1;thet' stu.q:i,~a are n~ep,~d to show whet;:her or p.ot telated 
sp~cif;?s with a restri~ted F;ec;,g;i:-aphic ratige a,nc;l a wicle geograph,ic ran~e, 
~hc:,ws selective advantages :f;or the chromos~mef of the ·species of 
rest;i:,icted geo$raphic;i ra~e in cag~·j>t;)pt.iliiltiol\s, 
4. . Detailed. a~a\y1;1es of tl\e behavior. of tl;t.e --~ chrom~some in caa;e 
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Frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 1 
Sample No, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
TT 50.00 0.00 30,48 10. 75 13.13 17.17 11.11 
2 TN Q.00 100.00 24.08 61.29 68.88 51.11 56.66 
NN 50.00 0.00 41.46 27.95 17.17 31.11 32.22 
TT 50.00 0.00 34.14 29.03 17.17 16.16 24.44 
4 TN 0.00 100.00 15.85 45.16 52.22 45.55 52.22 
NN 50.00 0.00 50.00 25.80 25.80 37. 77 23.33 
TT 50.00 0.00 40.24 22.58 27. 77 15; 15 14.14 
5 TN 0.00 100.00 18.29 48.38 52,22 53.33 56.66 
NN 50.00 0.00 41.46 29.03 20.66 31.11 28.88 
TABLE 2 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 1 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 50.00 50.00 45.12 41.39 47. 77 43.33 39.44 
N 50,00 50.00 54.88 58.61 52.22 56.66 60.55 
4 T 50.00 50.00 42.07 51.61 43.8 39.44 50.55 
N 50.00 50.00 57.93 48.39 56.1 60,55 50.44 
5 T 50.00 50.00 47. 92 46. 77 53.8 42.22 42. 77 











· TABLE 3 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 1 
2 TT ·t TT TT TT H H H H 
4 TT TH H H N N NT T T.H 
,.5 .. TH.N.'1' HNTHNTHNT 
50 
81221 2261'515 
1 1 4 l 1 ·2 5 3 3 3 
2 1 2 1 l 1 4 7 1 3 
1 5 2 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 2 2 
1 2 5 1 2 1 3 5 1 
TABLE 4 
H J;I H H H N N N N N N N N ;N 
H H N N N T T T H H H N N {N 
H NTH NT B NTH N ~ H ~N 
50 
100 
1 1 3 2 7 4 8 5 1 5 2 9 
25 6 2 7 3 4 2 7 3 4 3 3 
33 2 5 6 5 2 133121 3 
23 162121 1 5 3 4 7 
31 3 3 1 5 2 2 5 2 5 1 2 2 _·5 
Frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 2 
_Sample No. -~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
T'l' 50.00 o.oo 41.86 36.61 24, 71 17.52 8.88 
2 TN o.oo 100.00 6.91 6.66 20.22 26.80 20.00 
NN 50.00 o.oo 51.16 55.51 55.05 55.67 71.ll 
TT 50.00 0.00 47 .67 35.51 25.84 34.02 28.88 
4 TN o.oo 100.00 1.67 6.66 20.22 17.52 18.88 
NN 50,00 o.oo 51.16 . 57. 71. 53.93 48;45 52.22 
TT 50,00 0.00 44.18 45.51 26.96 20.61 16.16 
5 TN o.oo 100.00 5.81 8.89 19.10 25; 77 18.18 
NN 50.00 0,00 50.00 45.51 53.93 53.60 64.44 
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TABLE 5 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 2 
Sample No. 
" 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
. Chromosome Species 
2 T 50.00 50.00 45.34 40.00 34.83 30.93 18.88 
N 50.00 50.00 54.66 60.00 65.16 68.06 81.11 
4 T 50.00 50.00 48.25 38.88 35.95 42.78 38.33 
N 50.00 50.00 51.75 61.11 64.04 5 7 .21 61.66 
5 T 50.00 50.00 47 .09 50.00 36.51 33.50 26 .11 
N 50.00 50.00 52.91 50.00 64.4 66.40 73.88 
TABLE 6 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 2 
Days from 2 T T T T T T TTTHHHH· HHHHHNN NNNN N N N 
Origin 4 T T TH H H N N N T T T H HHNNNTT TH H H N N N 
5 TH N T H N TH N T.H NT HNTHNTH NTH N T H N 
0 50 50 
15 100 
45 8 2 10 1 8 6 1 1 1 1 2 7 1 10 1 13 1 12 
75 2 1 7 1 2 11 2 6 1 1 1 12 l 9 1 .2 9 2 19 
105 5 1 3 1 3 7 1 2 4 1 3 2 3 3 10 4 4 2 9 1 20 
135 2 2 2 5 2 3 1 4 3 2 4 2 1 5 3 4 2 14 3 2 3 4 4 20 
165 1 1 2 1 4 2 9 2 1 5 2 3 15 2 4 1 6 29 
54 
TA:13LE 7 
Frequencies of heterozygous and homozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 6 
Sa,mple No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days f:rom Origin 0 15 45 75 105 . 135 . 165 
Chromosome Combination 
T';r o.oo 17.52 20.21 17.89 12.22 10.46 7.86 
2 TN 100.00 60.82 56.38 60.67 64.44 60.46 41.57 
NN 0.00 21.64 23.40 21.34 23.33 29.06 50.56 
'XT o.oo 10.30 18.08 .19.10 . 18.88 13.95 8.98 
4 TN 100.00 67.01 60.63 48.31 40.00 48.83 56.47 
NN .0.00 22.68 21.27 32.58 41,00 37.20 34.83 
TT ·o.oo 9.28 .18.08 14.60 18.88 23.25 13.48 
5 TN 100.00 62.88 61.70 48.31 48.88 46.51 48.31 
NN 0.00 27.83 20.21 37.07 32.22 30.23 38.20 
·TABLE 8 
Chromosomal frequenci~s, Cage 6 
_Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
-Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
_Chromosome Species 
2 T 50,00 47 .94 48.40 48.31 44.44 40,69 28.65 
N 50.00 52.06 51.59 51.69 55.55 59.30 71.34 
4 T 50.00 · 43.81 48.40 43.25 38.88 38.37 37.07 
... 
N 50.00 56.18 51.59 56. is 61, ll · 61.62 62.92 
5 T 50.00 40. 72 48,93 38.76 43.33 46.51 37.64 
N 50.00 59.27 51.06 61.23 56,66 53.48 62.35 
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TABLE 9 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 6 
Pays from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H H HH HHNNNN NNNN N 
Origin 4TTTHHHNNNTTTH H RN NNTTTH HHNN N 
5 T H N 'l' H N T H N T H N T H NT HNTHNT .. H NTH N 
0 100 
15 1 1 2 2 6 1 3 1 1 3 2 35 l.0 4 4 1 1 1 7 3 1 4 3 
45 4 2 1 ? 6 2 1 1 3 3 2 33 5 2 3 3 1 2 2 7 2 2 1 4 
75 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 5 2 30 4 2 1 7 1 1 3 2 3 2 6 
105 2 1 2 2 4 2 4 4 3 18 7 5 7 8 1 1 2 l 3 2 1 5 5 
135 2 2 1 3 3 4 4 13. 9 6 11 .3 1 2 1 5 3 5 2 4 2 
165 1 1 1 1 l 2 1 1 2 21 5 4 3 2 2 3 13 4 4 l 16 
TABLE 10 
frequencies of homoxygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 9 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
.Chromosome Combination 
T'l' ·o.oo 12.35 20.21 15.55 13.33 10.98 
2 .TN 100.00 59.55 55.31 66.66 72.22 69.23 
NN o.oo 28.08 24.46 17. 77 14.44 19.78 
TT 0.00 16.85 18.08 16.66 16.66 15.38 
4 TN 100.00 58.42 60.63 66.66 64.44 67 .03 
NN 0.00 24, 71. 21.27 16.66 18.88 17.58 
TT 0,00 12.35 19.14 16.66 16.66 13.18 
5 TN 100.00 70. 75 69.14 70.00 67. 77 69.23 
NN o.oo 16.85 11. 70 13.33 15.55 17.58 
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TABLE 11 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 9 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 4 6 
Days from,Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 50.00 42.13 47 .87 48.88 49.44 45.60 
N 50.00 5 7 .86 52.12 51.11 50.55 54.40 
4 T 50.00 46.06 48.40 50.00 48.88 48.90 
N 50.00 53.93 51.59 50.00 51.11 51.10 
5 T 50.00 47. 75 53. 72 51.66 50.55 47 .80 
N 50.00 52.25 46.27 48.33 49.44 52.20 
TABLE 12 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 9 
Days from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H H HH H H N N N N N N N N N 
0rigin 4 T T T H H H N N N T T T H H H N N. NT TT H H H N N N 
5 T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N 
0 100 
15 2 2 2 4 1 1 5 2 30 3 1 8 3 1 3 1 8 3 1 4 4 
45 2 2 1 2 9 2 2 1 1 3 34 3 3 5 3 4 1 6 1 3 5 
75 4 1 1 4 1 1 3 2 4 1 4 44 2 1 2 2 1 6 1 1 4 
105 2 8 2 4 2 4 5 30 7 10 2 1 2 1 1 6 1 1 1 
135 1 2 5 2 4 2 2 3 32 10 1 8 2 1 3 7 3 2 
57 
TABLE 13 
Frequencies of het;erozygous and homozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 4 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
TT o.oo 0.00 4.81 10.11 7.86 8.23 10.00 
2 .. ·TN 50.00 51.04 43.37 42.69 50.56 58.82 47. 77 
NN 0.00 48.95 51.80 47 .19 40 . .33 32.94 42.22 
TT 0.00 o.oo 7.23 15.73 17.94 9.41 12.22 
4 TN 50.00 50.00 45.78 26.96 32.58 52.94 60.00 
NN 0.00 50.00 46.98 57.30 49.43 37.64 27. 77 
TT .o.oo 0.00 7.23 20.22 12.3,5 11. 76 11.11 
5 TN 50.00 47.91 40.96 37.07 47.19 51. 76 57. 77 
NN 0.00 52.08 51,80 42.69 40.44 36 .47 31.11 
TABLE 14 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 4 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 25.00 25.52 26.50 31.46 33.14 37.64 33.88 
N 75.00 74.47 73.50 68.53 66.85 62.35 66.11 
4 T 25.00 25 .oo. 43.10 29.21 34.26 35.88 42.22 
N 75.00 75.00 56.9 70. 78 65.73 64.11 57. 77 
5 .. T 25.00 23.96 27. 71 38.76 35. 95 ·37,64 40.00 
N 75.00 76.04 n. 2·s 61.23 64.04 62.35 60.00 
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TABLE 15 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 4 
Days from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H H H H H HNNNN N N N N N 
Origin 4 T T T H H H N N N T T T H H H N N NT TT H H H N N N 
5 T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N 
0 50 50 
15 19 9 9 12 10 11 8 18 
45 2 1 1 21 5 6 3 1 5 3 4 7 3 21 
75 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 15 6 1 8 4 2 1 3 1 1 10 4 21 
105 2 1 2 2 2 6 4 19 2 5 7 1 2 1 1 3 2 3 9 15 
135 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 23 6 1 7 5 1 2 1 5 2 2 2 13 
165 5 1 3 2 4 29 5 3 1 1 1 6 6 8 15 
TABLE'16 
Frequencies of heterozygous and homozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 5 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
TT 0.00 0.00 21.34 13.82 13.68 15.38 18.07 
2 TN 50.00 51.06 55,05 62. 76 62.10 54.94 59.03 
NN 50.00 48.93 23,59 23.40 24.21 29.67 22.89 
TT 0.00 0.00 7.86 12.76 13 .68 19.78 8.43 
4 TN 50.00 52.12 64,04 45.74 60.00 54.94 53.01 
NN 50.00 47 .87 28.08 41.48 27,36 25,27 38,55 
TT 0.00 0.00 1.12 7,44 7,36 9.89 12.04 
5 TN 50.00 50.00 59 .55 44.68 71.57 62 .. 63 69.87 
NN 50.00 50.00 39.32 47 .87 21.05 27 .47 · 18.07 
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TABLE 17 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 5 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 25.00 25.53 48,87 45 .21 44.73 42.85 47.59 
N 75.00 74.46 51.12 54, 78 55.26 5 7 .15 52.40 
4 T 25.00 26.06 39.88 35.63 42,63 47. 25 34.93 
N 75.00 73.93 60.11 64.36 5 7. 36 52.74 65.06 
5 T 25.00 25 .00 30.89 29.78 43.15 41.20 46.98 
N 75 .oo 75.00 69.10 70.21 56.84 58.80 53.01 
TABLE 18 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 5 
Dc;tys from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H H H H HHNNNN N NNN N 
Origin 4 T T T H H H N N N T T T H H H N N N T T T H H H N N N 
5 T H N T H N T H N T H N T H NT H N T H N T H NTH N 
0 50 50 
15 15 9 11 9 12 14 9 15 
45 2 1 7 3 1 2 3 1 1 39 5 4 2 2 2 1 13 
75 1 2 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 4 3 24 15 7 5 2 1 2 3 13 
105 3 1 7 1 1 6 1 3 34 4 -1 6 4 1 7 1 3 3 8 
135 3 2 2 7 3 2 30 5 6 4 2 2 2 1 5 2 3 2 8 
165 \ 2 3 4 2 3 1 3 \ 29 2 9 4 1 6 2 2 4 4 
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TABLE 19 
freqQencies of homozygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 7 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
TT 50.00 50.51 49.45 27. 77 18.88 21.11 34. 78 
2 TN 50.00 49,48 48.35 62.22 70.00 68.88 57.60 
NN 0.00 0.00 2,19 10.00 11.11 10.00 7.60 
TT 50.00 48.45 48.35 41.11 35.55 34.44 29.34 
4 TN 50.00 51.54 49.45 35.55 57. 77 55.55 58.59 
NN 0.00 0.00 2.19 23.33 6.66 10.00 11.95 
TT 50.00 59. 79. 36.26 38.88 27.77 33.33 27.17 
5 'l'N 50.00 40.20 61.53 48.88 65 .55 . 61.11 69.56 
NN 0.00 0.00 2.19 12.22 6,66 5,55 3.29 
TABLE 20 
Chromosomal frequencies; Cage 7 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days fro~ -Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 75.00 75.25 73.6 58.88 53.88 55.55 63.58 
N 25.00 24.74 26.3 41.11 46.11 44.44 36.41 
4 ·T 75 .oo 54.22 53.0 58.88 64.44 62.22 58.69 
N 25,00 25.77 27.0 41.11 35.55 37. 77 41.30 
5 T 75.00 79.89 67. 77 63.33 60.55 63,88 61.95 
N 25.00 20.10 32.22 36.66 39.44 36.11 38.04 
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.TABLE 21 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 7 
Days from 2 T T T T TT TT T H HH H a H H H H N N N N·N N N N N 
Origin 4 T T T H HHNNN T 'T T H HHNNNTTTHHHNNN 
5 T HN T H NTH N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N 
0 50 50 
is 17 12 12 11 13 6 13 12 
45 13 4 1 4 3 11 8 1 13 11 1 3 4 4 2 1 4 1 1 
75 5 3 1 2 4 2 1 9 9 6 33 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 
105 5 4 1 2 4 1 1 9 9 5 34 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 
135 8 3 2 4 2 1 6 13 6 34 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 
165 10 8 1 4 7 1 1 4 4 4 37 1 3 1 1 2 3 
l'Al3LE 22 
Frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 8 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Combination 
TT 50.00 48.45 38.82 44.94 41,11 32. 96 31.11 
2 TN 50.00 51.54 61.17 44.94 41.11 5 7 .14 58.88 
NN 0,00 0.00 0,00 10.ll, 17. 77 9.89 10.00 
TT 50.00 51.54 42.35 48.31 44.44 26,37 28.88 
4 TN 50,00 48.45 57.64 42.69 43.33 62.63 62.22 
NN 0.00 o.oo 0.00 8,98 12.12 10.98 8.88 
T';r 50.00 38.14 40.00 48.31 46.66 30.76 28.88 
5 TN 50.00 61.85 52.82 50.56 46.66 62.63 60.00 
NN o.oo .o.oo 1.18 1.12 6.66 6.59 11.11 
TABLE 23 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 8 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome Species 
2 T 75 .. 00 74.22 69.41 67 .14 61.66 61. 53 60.55 
N 25.00 25. 77 ;38.58 32.85 38.33 38.46 39.44 
4 T 75.00 75. 77 71.17 69.62 66 .11 57 ,69 60.00 
N 25.00 24.22 28.82 30.37 33.88 42.30 40.00 
5 T 75 .oo 69.07 69.41 73.59 70.00 62.08 58.88 
N 25.00 30.92 30.58 26 .40, 30.00 37.91 41.11 
TABLE 24 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 8 
Days from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H H H H H H N N N N N N N N N 
Origin 4 T T 'L' H H H N N N T T T H H H N N N T T T H H H N N N 
5 T H N T H NTH N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N T H N 
0 50 50 
15 20 17 4 6 .3 10 9 28 
45 17 6 5 5 7 5 6 33 1 
75 16 9 7 4 4 7 7 1 24 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 
105 12 7 1 7 11 1 1 10 8 7 15 1 3 3 2 
135 9 5 3 12 2 2 4 7 31 1 3 1 3 2 2 3 1 
165 9 5 1 1 7 1 2 2 2 8 11 32 2 1 1 1 4 
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TABLE 25 
frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous chromosome combinations, 
Cage 3 
~ample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Pays from·Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome ·Combination 
TT 50,00 34.05 26.43 20.65 3.06 · 8.88 6.97 
2 T:N 0.00 19.58 13. 79 18.47 30.61 22.22 26.74 
NN 50.00 45.36 59. 77 68.86 66,32 68.88 66.27 
TT 50.00 34.05 35.63 40.21 19.38 23 .33 . 17.44 
4 TN 0.00 19.58 13. 79 14.13 28.57 24.44 26. 74 
NN 50.00 45.36 50.57 45,65 52.04 52.22 55.81 
T'l;' 50.00 34.05 25.28 ,31.52 16.32 26.66 17 .44 
5 TN 0.00 19.58 18.39 19~.56 28.57 25.55 23.55 
NN 50.00 45,36 56.32 48.91 55.10 47. 77 50.00 
TABLE 26 
Chromosomal frequencies, Cage 3 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Days ·from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Chromosome -Species 
2 l' 50.00 44.85 33,33 29.89 18.36 20.00 20.34 
N 50.00 55.15 66.66 70.10 81.63 80,00 79.65 
4 T 50.00 44.85 42.52 47.28 33.67 35.55 30.81 
N 50.00 55.15 57 .47 52. 71 66.32 64,44 69.18 
5 'I 50,00 44.85 34.48 41.30 30.61 39.44 33. 72 
N 50.00 55.15 65.51 58,69 69.38 60.55 66.27 
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TABLE 27 
Distribution of chromosomal classes, Cage 3 
Days from 2 T T T T T T T T T H H H H HHH:HH NN NNNNNN N 
Origin 4 TT TH H H N N N T'T TH H H -N N N \T., T THHHNN N 
5 T H N T H N T H N T H N T H NTH N TH NT ·H NTH .N 
0 50 50 
15 34 19 44 
45 9 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 4 2 6 1 1 1 6 9 1 1 4 2 29 
75 10 2 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 1 6 3 8 3 7 2 1 4 31 
105 1 1 1 2 2 2 15 3 6 3 12 1 2 2 9 1 35 
135 4 1 1 1 2 1 13 1 2 1 10 6 2 3 6 2 34 





X chromosomal frequencies, for the nine experimental populations 
Sample No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ijays from Origin 0 15 45 75. 105 05 165 
.Group Cage Species 
1 '.I; 50.00 50.00 60.00 50,00 42.64 48.75 49.33 
N ·so .oo 50.00 40.00 50.00 57.35 51.25 50.66 
2 T 50.00 50.00 51.04 47 .u 49.28 46.79 31.01 
N 50,00 50,00 48.95 52.88 50. 71 53.20 68.98 
I 
6 T 50,00 39.87 46,15 41.09 29.57 31.16 34.93 
N 50.00 60.12 53.84 58.90 · 70.42 68.83 65.06 
9 T 50.00 40,25 45.12 47 .40 48.68 50.00 
N 50.00 59.75 54.87 52.60 51.31 50.00 
4 T 25.00 18. 75 32.87 41.55 27.33 40.00 38.60 
N 75.00 81. 25 67.12 5!;L44 72.66 60.00 61.40 
5 T 25.00 18.49 :n.09 22.60 33.92 43.12 42.36 
N 75 .oo 81,50 68.91 77,39 66.07 56.87 57.63 
II 
7 T 75.00 80,.02 71.87 75.31 63.69 64.37 70.51 
N 25 .oo 19.97 28.1,2 24.68 36,30 35;62 29.48 
8 T 75,00 83.50 87,10 80.37 77.61 68, 75 74.05 
N 25.00 16,50 12.90 19.62 23.38 31,25 25.94 
.III 3 T 50,00 ·.n. 79 36,84 49.31 34.37 30,86 33.56 
N 50.00 62,20 63.15 50.68 65.62 69.13 66.43 
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TABLE 29 
Frequencies o:f homozygous and heterozygous combina.tions of 
the X chromosome, experimental popula.tions of Group I 
Sample No, 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Pays from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 
Cage Combination 
TT 50,00 0.00 53.33 .28 .12 11.76 23,75 
1 TN 0.00 100.00 13.33 43.75 61. 76 50.00 
NN 0.00 o.oo 33.33 28.12 26.74 26,25 
TT 0.00 0.00 47 .. 91 40.38 42.85 33,33 
2 T~ 0,00 100.00 6.25 13.46 12.85 26.92 
NN 50.00 o.oo 45,83 46.15 42.28 39.74 
TT 0.00 15.18 25.64 17.80 15.49 16.88 
6 'XN 50.00 49.36 41.02 46.57 28.16 28,57 
NN 0.00 . 35 .89 33.33 35.61 56.33 ·54~54 
TT 0,00 24.64 17.07 27.2V 25.00 23.68 
9 TN 50.00 31.16 ,59.09 40.25 47 .36 52.63 
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TABLE 30 
Frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous combinations of the 
X chromosome, experimental populations of Group II 
Samp1e No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Pays from Origin 0 15 45 75 105 135 
Cage Combination 
+T 0.00 o.oo 16.43 28.57 13.13 14.16 
4 TN 50,00 37,50 32.87 25.97 28.00 50.66 
NN 0.00 62,50 50.68 45.45 58.66 34.66 
TT 0.00 0.00 8.53 8.26 14,28 17.50 
5 Tl'f o.oo 36.98 45.12 28,76 38.28 51.25 
NN 50,00 63.01 46.34 63.01 46.47 31.25 
TT 0.00 60.52 50.00 59.49 45.20 40.00 
7 TN 50,00 39.47 43. 75 31.64 36.98 48. 75 
NN o.oo 0.00 6.25 8,86 17.80 11.25 
TT 50.00 67,18 74.32 68.08 61.84 53.75 
8 TN 0.00 32.81 25.67 26.58 31.57 30.00 

















Frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous combinations of the 
X chromo$ome, experimental populiiition of Group III 
Samph No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Day$ f~om Origin 0 l5 45 75 105 135 
Cage Combination 
TT 50.00 26.74 31,57 42,46 23.75 22.22 
3 TN o.oo 22.09 10.52 13.69 zt.25 17.28 









TABLE 32 · 
Col.lnt;s of 1t1ales an.d females per analysis, per cage 
Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Pays from Origin 15 45 75 105 135 165 
Grol.lp Cage 
1 r! 37 29 22 10 15 
~ 45 64 68 80 75 
2 er' 38 38 19 19 11 
~ 48 S2 70 78 79 I 
<S 18 16 16 19 9 lq 
~ 79 78 73 71 77 73 
9 (j' 12 12 13 14 15 
~ 77 82 77 76 76 
4 cl' 16 10 12 14 10 11 
!f 80 73 77 75 75 79 
5 
"' 
21 7 21 11 11 11 
~ 73 82 73 84 80 72 u 
7 d' 21 11 11 17 10 L4 
~ 76 80 79 75 80 78 
8 a' 33 11 10 14 11 11 
~ 64 74 79 76 79 79 
UI 3 & 11 11 19 18 9 13 





Comp·<Js_ttion of experimentd population 1, 45 day 1:1,nalys is, with 
c,i.eviations f'!;'om propoi:-tionality torp.arginal :l;requencies 
.Ch~omqsome 4 
. :;r:r :; TN '.mg_ . 1,'gt;als 
N TT 8( -.536) 3( -,963) 14( 1.500) 25 
i 0 TN 7( -.512) 4( ,513) lll ,000) 22 
Cl) 
i 0, NN 13( 1.049) 6( .452) t6(-l.500) 35 
~ 
ts 
'rot:als 28 13 41 82 




T:;r TN lW, ... ].'otals 
N 'l'T 12( 1.635) 4( -.573) 9(-1.060) 25 
m 
'l'N 7(-Z.951) 8(3.61 ) 9( -;658) 24 i d 
a NN 15( 1.31~) 3(-3.036) 15 ( l. 72 ) 33 e 
ts Totals 34 15 33 82 
. 2 ' 
x(4). = 6.6365 P(,20-.10) 
Chromo~ome ·5 
, .. 
'XI . TN ··mI Iota ls 
TT 11 (-L878) 6( .147) 15( 1.732) 32 
st 




NN 13 (-1.890) 6 ( "'. 760) .18( 2.659) 3'7 
6' ~otals ,3,3 15 34 82 
.. , ·2 ' 
X(4) = 5. 2007 ;p (~ 30- .20) 
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TABLE 34 
Composition of experimental population 1, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TI TN NN . Totals 
('I TT 1 (-1. 903) 5( .484) 4( 1.42 ) 10 
i TN 12(-4.548) 32( 6.259) 13 (-1. 709) 57 0 
Ul 
i NN 14( 6.452) 5 (-6 .869) 7( . ,291) 26 0 
1,1 
d Totals 27 42 24 93 
x(~) = 13 .8510 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
(',;I T'l' 3( .420) 5( .377) 2( •.795) 10 
~ 
'J:N 12(-2.967) 33( 6.183) · 13(-3.215) 58 0 
Ul 
~ 
0 NN 9( 2.549) 5(-6.559)· 11( 4.011) 25 
1-1 
..c: 
t., Totals 24 43 26 93 
Xe~> = 9,9639 P(.05-.02) 
Chromosome 5 · 
TT TN NN Tgtals 
.._,. TT 10( 4.194) 6(-7,064) 11( 2.871) 27 
~ TN 3(-6.247) 32 (11.194) 8(-4.946) 43 0 
Ul 
~ NN 7( 2.054) 7(-4.290) 9(2.076) 23 8 
6 Totals 20 45 28 93 
x(4) = 23.0943 P(,01 
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TABLF; 35 
Composition of experimental population 1, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 5( 2,867) 2(-4.266) 5 ( 1.400) 12 
~ TN 8 (-2 .844) 38( 6,123) 15(-3.300) ·.61 0 
t:/) 
~ ~ NN 3( .022) 7(-1.877) 7( 1.900) 17 {j Totals 16 47 27 90 
x(~) = 10.0323 P( .05- .02) 
Chromosome 5 
TI TN NN Totals 
N TT 3( -.063) 3(-3.533) 6( 3.600) -12 
~ -
0 TN 13(-3.lqO) . 41( 6.700} 9(-3.600} 63 
U) 
2 - . 
0 NN 7( 3.167) 5(-3.166) 3( .000) 15 
~ 
..c: 
c.;> Totals 23 49 18 90 
xcl> = 14 .·0903 P<. 01 
.Chromosome 5 
'' TT IN NN . Totals 
..::I" TT 12( 7.40) H-8.600} ·5 ( 1.200) 18 
~ -
0 TN 4(-7.711) 38(13 ,467) 4(-5.711) 46 
t:/) 
~ NN 7( .356) 9(-4.866) 10( 4,512) 26 0 
~ 
ts Totals 23 48 19 90 
t X(4) = 29,4667 P(.01 
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TABLE 36 
Composi,tion of experimental population. 1, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from pt:'oportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
J;T TN. NN Totals 
N Tl' 5( 2,334) 5(-1.577) 6(-.755) 16 · 
Q) 




NN 5( .834) 4(-6.277) 16( 5.445) 25 
1-1 
..d Totals 15 37 38 90 u 
X(lj.) ·=i= 14.6691 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
c--i TT 4( 1. 66 7) 3(-5.166) 8( 3.500) 15 
Q) 
4(-3.466) 6 TN 34( 7. 86 7) 10(-4,400) 48 
en g NN 6( 1.800) 12(-2. 722) 9( ,900) 27 
1-1 
a Totals 14 49 27 90 
2 
x(4) 0,8779 P(.01 
ChromosomE; 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
"' 
TT 3( .667) 4(-4.166) 8 ( ;3. 500) 15 
~ 
0 TN 6( -.222) 29( 7.223) 5 <- 7. 000) 40 
en 
~ NN 5 ( "'. .444) 16(-3.055) 14 ( 2. 900) 35 0 
1-1 
..d 
u Totals 14 49 27 90 
' . 2 
X(4c) = 12 ,8085 P(,02- .01) 
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TABLE ,:37 
Composition of experimentql popµlation 1, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TI TN NN Tot;:als 




TN 8(-2,888) 30( 4.412) 11(-1.522) 49 
i NN 10( 3.112) 13(-3.188) 8( ,078) 31 0 
"" a Totals 20 47 23 90 
X(t) = 4.8717 P(.50-,30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 0(-1.444) 6( .334) 4( 1.112) 10 
~ TN 7( -.366) 35( 6,100) 9(-5.733) 51 0 
ti) 
i NN 6( 1.812) 10 (-6 .433) 13( 4.623) 29 0 
"" 
. ..c . 
u Totals 13 51 26 90 
x<4> = 11.2819 P(.05-.0i) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-::r Tl' 5( 2.067) 8(-4.222) 9( 2.156) 22 
~ TN 3(-3.266) 36( 9.889) 8 (-6 .622) 47 0 
ti) 
0 
I= NN 4( 1.200) 6(-5,666) 11 ( '.4 .46 7) 21 0 
"" ..c u Totals 12 50 28 90 
x(!) 18.3576 P(.01 
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TABLE 38 
CompoE;iition of experime~tal population 2, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Tota1s 
N TT 19( 3.535) 0( - ,813 l6(-2.750) 35 
~ TN 2( - .6~>1) 1( .860) 3( - ,209) 6 0 rn 
~ 
~N 17(-2.883) 1( -.046) 27( 2.931) 45 ,., 
tj 
Totals 38 2 46 86 
i(i) ~ 3.9074 P(.50-.30) 
Chromos.ome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 16( -.325) 2( -.093) 18( ,303) 36 
~ TN 2( - .511) 1( .652) 3( .070) 6 0 
rn 
a 
0 NN 31( 1.047) 2( - .558) 21( -,488) 44 
,... 
d Totals 39 5 42 86 
X(l) =.1,5308 P(.90-.80) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TJ:i NN Totals ' 
--1'. 
';['T 16(-4.023) 2( . 5,70) 23( 3.454) , : 41. 
~ 
2( 1.024) O( -.069) 0( -.953) 2 0 'rN ~ 
13 24( 3.000) 1( -.,500) 18(-2.,500) 43 0 NN ,... 
0 
Totals 42 3 41 86 
x(a) = 4.2127 P(,50-.30) 
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TABLE 39 
O~mposition of e~perimental populatioµ 2, 75 day analysis, with 
d.eviat;;i.ons from proportionality to ~rginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 10(-.2.329) 3( ,825) 20( 1.506) 33 N 
i TN 1 ("'1. 241) 1( .605) 4( .638) 6 
.0 
fl.I 
0 NN 23( 3.572) 2(-1.428) 27(-2 .142) 52 e 0 
1,..1 
..d To~als 34 6 51 91 c., 
. x,i> = 3.9871 ~(.50~.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
.. 
N. ~T 14( -.065) 2(-1,164) 16( 1,231) 32 
ij 
Q 
TN 2( -.637) 2( 1,407) 2( - , 769) 6 
rll 
a NN 24( .704) 5 ( ... 241) . 24( - .461) 53 0 
1,..1 
..d Totals 40 9 .42 91 c., 
. x(~) = 1.5674 ~(.90-.80) 
Chromosome·s 
TT TN NN . Totals 
-.t TT 15( 1.033) 1 (-2 .065) 15 ( 1.033) 31 
~ TN 1(-2.153) 3( 2.308) 3( -.153) 7 0 
~ NN 25( Ll21) 5( .... 241) 23( -.879) 53 0 
1,..1 
~ '.l'otab 41 9 41 91 
X(t) = 10.4709 P(.05- .02) 
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TA:aLE 40 
Composition of experimental population 2, 105 day analysis, with 
deviati9ns from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 6( ,102) 4( -.011) H( -.089) n 
(I) 
3(-2.056) e TN 7( 3.562) 8(-1.505) 18 0 
Cl) 
0 
e NN 16( 1.956) 6(-3.550) 28( 1.596) 50 0 
,... 
..c:: 
u Totals 25 p 47 89 
x(4) = 6.4354 P(.20-.10) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N 'l'T 7( 1,338) 3(-.77';,) lH -.560 21 
(I) 
e TN 3(-2.123) 9( 5.585) 7(-3,460) 19 0 
Cl) 
0 
e NN 14( . 787) 4(-4.808) 31( 4.023) 49 0 
,... 
..c:: 
C) Tot,;ils 24 16 49 89 
x(i) = 6.6~14 P(.20-.10) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-.::t TT 9( 3.057) 1(-3.393) 13( .338) 23 
(I) 
e. 
'l'N 1(-3.393) 10(6.753) 6(-3.359) 17 ~ 
0 
e NN 13( .338) 6(-3.359) 30( 3,023) 49 0 
,... 
..c:: 
C) Totals 23 17 49 89 
x<~) 23.6259 P(.01 
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TABLE 41 
Com~osition of experimental population 2, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proporti9nality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 4(-1. 278) 2 ( - . 969) 10( 2,248) 16 
~ 'l'N 8( -.557) 9( 4.172) 9(-3.597) 26 
ti) 
~ NN 20( 1.856) 7(-3.206) 28( 1.351) 55 
1,..1 
0 Totals 32 18 47 97 
X(~ = 7.2140 P(.20-.lQ) 
Chromc,some 5 
TT TN NN Totals I 
N TT 5 ( 1.846) 4( - . 3ijl) a <-1.463) 17 
m TN 4( .... 824) 13( 6.299) 9(-5.474) 26 0 
ti) 
fJ 0 ~ 9(-1.020) 8( .. 5.917) 37( 6.939) 54 
1,..1 
ts Totals 18 25 54 97 
xci) = 13.5618 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
....::t TT 7( ,196) 8( - .505) 18( .310) 33 
i 
0 TN 4( .495) p ( 1.619) 7( .. 2.113) 17 
ti) 
2 :NN 9( ... 690) 11 (-1.113) 27( 1.805) 47 0 
1,..1 
0 Totals 20 25 52 97 
xca) = 'i;4797 P1(,90 .... 810) 
TA~LE 42 
Composi,tion of experimental population 2, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionaiity to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 3( .689) 0(-1.511) 5( .823) 8 
~ TN 1(-4.200) 11( 7.600) 6 (-3 ,400) 18 0 
ti) 
~ NN 22( 3.512) 6(-6.088) 36( 2.578) 64 0 
1-1 
~ Totals 26 17 47 90 
2 
x(4) = 27 .4396 P :(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 2( .667) 0( .. 1.511) 6( .845) 8 
~ 1N 2 (-1.000) 12( 8.600) 4("'7 .600) 18 0 
ti) 
~ NN 11( .334) 5 ( .. 7 .088) 48(6.756) 64 0 
1-1 
.i;:: 
t.) Totals 1.5 17 58 90 
X 2 (4) = 37. 3230 .. P(, 01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
"'" 
TT 5( .556) 1("'4.000) 19( 3.445) 25 
~ TN 2 (-,1. 022) t4(t0.600) 1(-9.577) 17 0 
ti) 
~ NN 9( 
1-1 
.467) 3 ("'6. 600) 36( 6,134) 48 
cS Totals 16 18 56 90 
2 . . . . 
x(4) = 51.9195 P(,01 
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TABI.iE 43 
Composition of experimental population 6, 15 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 4( 2.248) 8(-3.391) 5 ( 1.145) 17 
~ TN 3(-3.082) 
0 
47( 7 .464) 9(-4.381) 59 
ti) 
2 
0 NN 3( .8J6) 10(-4.072) 8( 3.238) 21 
1-1 
~ Totals 10 65 22 97 
x(!) = 12.3412 P(.02-.01) 
Chromosome 5 
l'T TN NN Totals 
N TT 4( 2.423) 9(-1.515) 4( - . 907) 17 
~ 0 TN 3(-2.474) 39( 2.506) 17( -.030) 59 
ti) 
~ NN 2( .052) 12( -.886) 7( .939) 21 
1,.1 
.c: Totals 9 60 28 97 t.) 
x(t) = 5.6063 P(.30-.20) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN · Totals 
-::I" TT. 1(1) .073) 3(-3.185) _ 6( 3.114) 10 
cu 6( "',030) 46( 5.794) 13(-5.762) s TN 65 0 
ti) 
2 NN 2( -.041) 11 (-2. 608) ·9( 2.650) 22 0 
1-1 
a Totals 9 60 28 97 
xci> ~ 9.2166 P(.10-.05) 
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TABLE 44 
Composition of experimental populatiqn 6, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N 'J:T 7( 3. 776) 8(-3.521) 4( -.244) 19 
~ TN 4(-5.021) 39( 6,862) 10 (-1. 840) 53 0 
Cl) 
a NN 5( 1.256) 10(-3,340) 7( 2.086) 22 0 
d Totals 16 . 57 21 94 
X(~) = 12.2173 P(.02- ,01) 
ChJ:'omosome 5 
TT TN NN . Totals 
N T'l' 7( 3,766) 9(-2,723) 3(-1.042) 19 
~ TN 6(-3.021) 3$( 5 .341) 9(-2.276) 53 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 3( ,- • 744) 11(-2.574) 8( 3.320) 22 8 
0 Totals 16 58 20 94 
X(~) 
I 
= 10.6243 P(,05-.02) 
Chromoso~e 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-::t TT 5 ( 2.607) 9(-1.851) · 3( -.436) 17 
~ Q TN 4( ... 5.095) 46( 9.618) 7("'4,521) 57 ; 
0 NN 6 ( 2.809) 5( ... 7.775) · 9( 4.962) 20 
1-1 
~· Totals ~5 60 19 94 
x(t) = 26,5587 P(,01 
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TABLE 45 
Composition of experimental population 6, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to margi~al frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
" 
TT 6 ( 3,472) 3(-4.247) 6( 1.153) 15 
N 
~ TN 8(-2,314) 35( 8.392) 11 (-6 .595) 54 
Cl) 
0 NN 3( -.820) 5(-4.662) 12( 5.484) 20 a 
e 
o Totals 17 43 29 89 
x(l) = 22.6533 P(.01 
Chrpmosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 4( 1.484) 6 (-1. 730) 6( .248) 16 
N 
~ TN 5 (-3 .494) 32( 5.911) 17(-2.415) 54 0 
Cl) 
0 
@ NN 5( 2,012) 5(-4.179) 9( 2.158) 19 
l,..i 
..i:: Totals 14 43 n 89 u 
x:(24) = 8.2775 P(.10-.05) 
Chromof?ome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
~ TT 3( .517) 5 (-3 .404) 9( 2.888) 17 
~ TN 3(-3,280) 33(11.742) 7(-8.460) 43 
Cl) 
~ NN 7(:Z~765) 6(-8.337) 16 ( :S. 5 74) . 29 
l,..i 
.i;: 
u Totals 13 44 32 89 
·2 
X(4) = 25.3121 P(.O~ 
TABLE 46 
Composition of experimental population 6, 105 day analysis, with 
deviat:i,.ons from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 3( .923) 3(-1.522) 5( .600) 11 
~ TN 10( -.766) 27( 3.567) 2.0(-2.800) 57 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 4( -.155) 7(-2.044) 11( 2.200) 22 0 
1-1 
0 
.Totals 17 37 36 90 
X(t) = 2.9628 P(.70-.50) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 4( 1.923) 6( .623) 1(-2.544) 11. 
~ TN 9 (-1. 766) 29( 1.134) 19( .634) 57 
Cl) 
~ NN 4( -.155) 9("".l. 755) 9( 1.912) 22 0 
1-1 
..d 
C) Totals 17 44 29 90 
x(~ = 4.8440 P(.50-.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
,;::f- TT 5 ( 1. 789) 5(-3.311) 7( 1.523) 17 
~ TN 5(-1.611) 21( 3.889) 9(-2.277) 35 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 7( - .177) 18( - .577) 13( . 756) 38 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 17 44 29 90 
xd) = 3.1704 ·P(.70-.50) 
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TABLE 47 
Composition of experimental population 6, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT ·0(-1.116) 6( 1.907) 2( - . 790) 8 
N 
~ TN 8( .326) 26 (-2 .139) · 21( 1.814) 55 
al 
i NN 4( ·• 791). 12( · .233) 7(-1.023) 23 s 
c5 Totals 12 44 30 86 
X(~ = 2.9056 P(. 70-.50) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN ·Totals 
N 
TT 2( .140) 5( L187) 1(;.1.325) 8 




NN 7( 1.884) 7(-3 .488) . · .. 8( l.605) 22 
~ Totals 2.0 41 25 86 
.. 2 
x(4) = 3.6089 P(.50-.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
"' 
TT 1 (-1.651) 6( .280) 5( 1.373) 12 
Q) 
10( - .162) 20(-1.930) 16( 2.094) 46 13 TN 0 
al 
0 
.8( 1.818). a NN 0 15( 1.652) 5(-3.465) 28 
~ Totals 19 41 26' 86 u 
X(i) = 4.0524 P(.50-.30) 
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TABLE 48 
Composition of experimental population 6, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencie$ 
Chromosom~ 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 2( 1.371) 2( .. 1.932) 3( .562) ·7 
~ TN 2(-1.415) 28( 6.652) 8( .. 5.235) 38 ~ 
i NN 4( .045) 20(-4. 719) 20( 4.675) 44 0 
1-1 
..d 
c., Totds 8 50 31 89 
X(t) == 11.1238 P(.05~.02) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 1( .057) 3( -.382) 3( .326) 7 
~ TN 2(-2.988) 26( 8,124) 9 ( .. 5 .134) 37 0 
ti) 
s NN 9( 2,933) 14(-7.741) 22( 4.809) 45 0 
M 
..d 
u Totah 12 43 34 89 
xa.) == 12.9521 l?(.05-.02) 
Chromo$ome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-d" TT 3( 1.922) 2(-1,865) 3( -.056) 8 
~ TN 5 (-1. 741) 35 (10 .843) 10(-9.101) 50 
ti) 
~ NN 4( -.179) 6 (-8. 977) 21( 9.158) 31 0 
1-1 
6 Tot ah 12 43 34 89 
x(4) == 26,4428 P(.01 
TABLE 49 
Composition of e~periment&l population 9, 15 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to mar$inal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
. I 
N 
TT 4( 2,023) 6( -.303) l(-1. 719) n 




NN 5( .686) 10(-3. 752) 9( 3.068) 24 
1,..1 
ts Totals 16 51 22 89 
x(4) = 7.3133 P(.20-.10) 
Chromosome 5 
TT IN NN Totali:i 
N TT 4(2,765) 6 ( - . 966) 0(-1. 797) 10 
m TN 4("'2,674) 44( 6.383) 6 (-3. 707) 54 0 
I'll 
~ NN 3( -,089) 12(-5.415) 10( 5.507) 25 
1,..1 
.d Totals 11 62 16 89 C) 
x(~) ·~ l9.i198 P(,01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals .. 
..;t- TT 4( 2,113) 7(-2. 752) 3( .641) 14 
m TN ~(-i.146) 42 ( .5 .079) 5(-3.932) 53 0 
I'll 
i NN 2( - .966) 13(~2.325) 7( 3.293) 22 0 
1-1 
.d 
u Totals 12 62 15 89 
2 .. ' '. ' 
X(4) = 9.5223 P(.05-.02) 
90 
TABLE 50 
Composition of experimental population 9, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 
N 
5( 2.171) 7 (-1. 340) 2( -.829) 14 
~ TN 4(-7.925) 45( 9.852) 10(-1.925) 59 
0 
ti) 
~ NN 10( 5. 756) 4(-8.510) 7( 2.756) 21 
~ 
0 Totals 19 56 19 94 
x(4) = 25.8404 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N· 
TT 6( 1.745) 12 (·1.404) 2( -.340) 20 
Q) TN 9(-2.063) 39( 4.149) 4(-2.085) 52 13 
0 
ti) 
~ NN 5( .320) 12(-2.744) 5 ( 2. 426) 22 
0 
I.I 
0 Totals 20 63 11 94 
X(i) = 6.6440 P(.05-.02) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 7( 2.788) 
..j" 7(-4.489) 4( 1.703) 18 
~ 
0 
TN 8(-5.106) 42( 6.256) 6 (-1.148) 56 
ti) 
~ NN 7( 2.320) 11(-1.765) 2( -.553) 20 0 
1,.1 
..c: 
C,) Totals 22 60 12 94 
x(f) = 9,6440 P(.05•.02) 
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l'A6LE 51 
Composition of experimental population 9, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionali.ty to marginal freque11cies 
.Chromosom~ 4 
TI TN NN Totals 
N TT 5( 2.500) 5(.'"'5,000) 5( 2.500) 15 
~ TN 7(-2.833) 49( 9,667) 3(-6,833) 59 
CJ) § NN 3( .334) 6(-4.666) 7( 4,334) 16 
1-1 
0 Totals 15 60 15 90 
X 2 
. (4) = 24,5919 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
< ~::~1' TT I IN NN Tot.a ls 
N TT 6( 2,800) 3(-9.000) 9( 6,200) 18 
! TN 5(-5,311) 50(1,1,334) 3(-6.022) 58 
I NN 5( 2,512) 7(-2.333) 2( -.177) 14 
·1-1 
cS Totals 16 60 14 90 
x(4) = 36.1393 P(.01 
·Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-::I" 'J;'T 8( 3.567) 7(-7.000) 6( 3,434) 21 
m 0 TN 7( ... 4.822) 47( 9.667) 2(-4,844) 56 
ti.) 
a NN 4( l. 256) 6(-2.666) 3( 1,412) 13 0 
1-1 
..d 
C) Totals 19 60 11 90 
2 
x(4) = 'zl.5106 P< .01 
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TABLE 52 
Composition of e:x:perimental population 9, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 12( 5.6~7) 6(-5.611) 
N 
1( .055) 19 
~ TN 15 (-6 .000) 46( 7,500) 2 (-1.500) 63 
0 
ti) 
0 NN 3( .334) 3 ("'1.888) 2( 1.556) 8 a 
0 
1,-1 
0 Totals 30 55 5 90 
x(~) = 17.8272 P.(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 3 ( ., .063) 3(-3,533) 6( 3.600) 12 
N 
~ TN 13(-3.100) 41( 6. 700) 9(-3.600) 63 
0 
ti) 
~ NN 7( 3,167) 5(-3.166) 3( .000) 15 
0 
1,-1 
0 Totals 23 49 18 90 
x(l) = 14. 0903 P.(. OJ. 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN ~N Totals 
TT 5 ( 2. 86 7) 
-;I' 
2(-4.266) 5( 1.400) 12 
~ TN 8 (-2 .844) 38( 6.123) 15(-3.300) 61 
0 
ti) 
~ NN 3( .022) 7(-1,877) 7( 1.900) 17 
0 
1,-1 
0 Totals 16 47 27 90 
. X(Z). = 10.0232 P(.05- .02) 
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'l'ABL1£ 53 
Cofflposition of experimental population 9, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequenc:i.es 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N 
TT 8 ( 2 .256) 6 (-4 .OU) 3( 1.867) 17 
~ 
0 
TN 18( 3. 700) 42( 4.900) 3(-1.200) 63 
Cl) 
~ NN 5 ( 1.556) 5( -.888) 0( -.666) 10 
8 
..c: 
C) Totals 31 53 6 90 
x(t) = 8,6341 P(.01-.05). 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 14( 5,945) 14(-4.888) 1( -.933) 29 
N 
(l.) 




NN 3( . 778) 3(-2.244) 2 ( 1.467) 8 
1-1 
..c: Totals 25 59 6 90 C) 
x(4) = 16 ,0171 F<.61 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
...j" TT 3( .667) 4(-4.166) 8 ( 3 .500) 15 
~ TN 6 ( - , 222) 29( 7.223) 5(,.,.7.000) 40 0 
Cl) 
0 5 ( - .444) 16(-3.055) 14( 2.900) 13 NN 35 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 14 49 27 90 
x<t) = 12.8085 P(.02-.01) 
94 
TAnLE 54 
Composition of experimental population 4, 15 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
.Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 
~ TN 28( 2.480) 22 (-2 .479) 50 0 
{/) 
0 21 (-2 .479) 25 ( 2 .480) 46 5 NN 
1-1 
0 Totals 49 47 96 
x(4) = 1.0268 P(.95;_.90) 
.Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N 'l''l' 
~ TN 29( 4.500) 20(.,.4.500) 49 0 
{/) 
~ NN 19(-4.500) 28( 4.500) 47 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 48 48 96 
x(t) = 3.3764 f(.so-.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT . TN NN Totals 
..::t TT 
~ TN 30( 5.500) 18(-5.500) 48 0 
{/) 
~ NN l~(-5.500) 29( 5.500) 48 0 
~ CJ Totals 49 47 96 
x(t) = 5.0496 P(.30-.20) 
95 
TABLE 55 
Composition of expel;'ime.ntc;tl population 4, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to m~rginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N Tl O( - .~M) 2 ( • .891) 4( 1.254) 6 
j 
0 TN 1 (-1. 228) 24( 6 .-169) 12(-4.939) 37 
Cl) 
i (!) NN 4( 1.591) 14(-5.277) 22(.3.687) 4.0 
1-1 
tJ Totals 5 40 38 83 
2 
.x(4) = 8.7152 P(.10•.05) 
. Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N T'l' 1( - • 29.2) 2( .362). 1 (-1.072) 4 
j 
0 TN 1 (-1.602) 24( 9.254) 11 (-7 .650) 36 
I NN 4( ... 892) 8 (-9 .614) 31( 8. 723) 43 
1-1 
.i:: Totals 6 34 43 83 ·u 
xd> = 14. 5566 · p·(. 01 
Chromosome 5 
II TN NN Totals 
.._t TT l( -.433) 0(-2 .457) 5( 1.892) 6 
~ TN 4( 1.109) 24( 7 .615) 12r·8. 122) 40 
tO 
! NN 1(-1.674) 10(-5,156) 26 ( 6 .832) · 37 
6 Totals 6 34 43 83 
X 2 
. (4) = 15. 9137 p'(. 01 
96 
TABLE 56 
Composition of e~perimentPl population 4, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
ChroII\osome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 
N 
3 ( l.. 742) H-1.1?7) 4( -.584) 8 
~ 
0 
TN 4 (-2.134) 21(10.484) 14(-8.348) 39 
Cl) 
~ NN 7( .394) 2(-9.525) 33( 8,933} 42 
l,.t 
0 Totals ~4 24 51 89 
X 2 (4) = 28.6825· P<.Ol 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 3( 1.383} 3( -,056) 2(-1.325} 8 
N 
~ TN 3(-4.685) 25(10.484) 10(-5,797) 38 
0 
Cl) 
0 NN 12( 3.304) 6(-L0.426) 25 ( 7.124) 43 13 
l,.t 
..c:: Totals 18 34 37 89 u 
x(~) = 24.9790 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 4( )..484) 4(-1,348) 6 ( • .134) 14 
...;t 
~ TN l (•3. 314) 17( 7.832) · 6(-4.516) 24 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 11 ( 1.832) 13(-6.483) 27( 4.652) 51 0 
l,.t 
..c:: Totals 16 34 39 89 u 
x<t) = 15.8786 P(.01 
97 
TABLE 57 
Compoaition of experimental population 4, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to margi~al frequencies 
. Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN To tats 
.;. ' I 
N 
TT 2( .821) 1 ("'l. 359) 4( .540) 7 
~ 0 TN 6 (-1.584) 24( 8.832) 15 <~7. 247) 45 
Cl) 
i NN 7( .765) 5(•7.47l.) 25 ( 6. 708) 37 0 
6 Totals 15 30 44 89 
x(~) ~ 16.2766 :e('.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN mi Total~ 
N TT 0( -.943) 3( -.146) 4( 1.090) 7 
~ TN 7( ,798) 25( 4.326) 14(.,5.123) 46 0 
Cl) 
i NN 5( .147) 0 12(-4.179) 19( 4,034) 36 
,.... 
0 Tgtals 12 40 37 89 
X 2 (4) ~ 5.9~18 Pi.20~'.10) 
Cl:rromosome 5 
TT TN NN . Tot.als 
""' 
TT 1( ... 1.57) 4(-3.191) 11( 4,349) l.6 
~ TN 5( 1,090) 20( 6,967) 4~-8.056) 29 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 6( .680) 16 (-3. 775) 22( 3.708) 44 
,.... 
r9 Totals 12 40 37 89 
' 2 - ''' '' ' X(4) - 15 .. 8414 P(,01 
98 
TABLE 58 
Composition of experimental pqpulation 4, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
. Chromes ome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 1( .~42) 4( -.235) 3( -.105) 8 
~ TN 3( -.9.52) 32( 6.589) 13(-5.635) 48 
ro 
i NN 3( .612) 9(-6.352) 17 ( 5. 742) 29 0 
1-1 
ts Totals 5 45 33 85 
X(~) = 9.5545 P(.05-.0-2) 
Chrc;,mosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N ';l'T 2( 1.177) 2(~1.623) 3( .448) 7 
(I) 
E! TN 5( -.882) 34( 8.118) 11(-7 ,235) 50 0 
ro 
~ l}lN 3( -.294) 8(-6 .494) 17( 6.789) 28 
1-1. 
0 Totals 10 44 31 85 
.x(4) = 15.4873 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Tptals 
-:t TT 1( .059) 5( .859) 2( - . 917) 8 
j TN 3(-2.058) 30( 7. 742) 10(-5.682) 43 0 
ro 




·Totals 10. 44 31 85 
. 2 
x(4) = 14. 7738 P_(.01 
._99 
TABLE 59 
Composition of experimental population 4, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 5( 4.000) 4 (-1. 500) 0(-2.500) 9 
~ TN 3(-1. 777) 36( 9.7~3) 4(-7.944) 43 0 
11) 
~ NN 2(-2.222) 15 (-8. 222) 21(10.445) 38 a 
1-1 
,.d 
C,.) Totals 10 55 25 90 
x(~) = 42.8675 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 6( 3,900) 4(-1.000) 0(-2.900) 9 
~ TN 4(-1.133) 33 ( 9. 667) 5(-8.533) 42 0 
11) 
~ NN 2(-2.766) 13(-8,666) 24(11.434) 39 0 
1-1 
,.d 
u To tali:; 11 50 29 90 
\i) = 42.0333 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
..j- TT 7( 5.412) 5(-2.366) 1(-3.044) 13 
~ TN 4(-2.477) 38 ( 7. 967) 11(-5.448) 53 0 
11) 
~ NN 0(-2.933) 8(-,5.600) 16( 8.534) 24 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 11 51 28 90 
x(i) = 41. 7047P(.Ol 
100 
TABLE 60 
Comppsition of experimentai population 5, 15 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromo$ome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 
~ 'l;N 22(-1.404) 22( 1.405) 44 
(ll 
! NN 28 ( 1.405) 22 (-1.404) 50 
..d q Totals 50 44 94 
X (4) - .3504 P(.50-.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N .?l' 
i TN 25( 2.022) 20(-2.021) 45 0 
I NN 23(-2.021) 26( 2.022) 49 
"' d Totals 48 46 94 
2 . 
x(4) = .6970 P(.98-.95) 
.. 
Chromosome 5 
:rr TN NN Totals 
..;t TT 
i TN 26( 1.500) 23(-1.500) 49 (!) 
(ll 
~ NN 21(-1,500) 24( 1.500) 45 0 ] 
C) Totals 47 47 94 
2 
x(4) = .3836 P(.99-.98) 
101 
TABLE 61 
CoTI1positiop of expei;-imental population 5, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TI TN NN Totals 
C'I TT 3( 1.293) 9(-3.955) 7( 1.663) 19 
~ TN 2(-2.404) 42 (11.169) 5(-8.764) 49 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 3C.L113) 5(-8.213) 13( 7.102) 21 
~ 
,.c;: 
u Totals 8 56 25 89 
2 . . . 
X(4) = 28,0599 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
C'I TT 1( ,574) 11 ( - .528) 7( -.044) 19 
i TN oc:..1.101) 40(10,270) 9(-9.842) 49 0 
Cl) 
~ N~ 1( .529) 3(-.9, 741) 17( 9,214) 21 0 
~ 
ts l'otals :2 54 33 89 
X 2 
. (4) = 29,5478 ;p(,01 
Cq.romosome 5 
TI TN .: NN Tota.ls 
--1" TT 0(- ,078(>) 3(-1.168) 4( 1.248) 7 
~ TN 0( ... 629 ) 46(12.652) 10(-12, 022) 56 
Cl) 
a 
~N 1( .708 ) 4(-11.483) 21(10.776) 26 0 
~. 
,.c;: 
c.., Totals 1 53 35 89 
x<~) = 43.3946 P(.01 
102 
TABLE 62 
Composition of experimental population 5, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT J:'N NN Totals 
N TT 5( 3,468) 2(-4.255) 7( 1.043) 14 
~ TN 5 (-2 .184) 35( 9.979) 16(-7.829) 56 0 
Ul 
i NN 2( ... 1.063) 5 ( .. 5. 723) 17( 6. 783) 24 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 12 42 40 94 
2 
x(4) ::; 19;0077.P(;Ol 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 2( 1,032) 7( 1.192) 4( .. 2.223)· 13 
N 




NN 1 ( ... 638) 4(-5.829) 14( 6,469) 22 
1-1 
0 Totals 7 42 45 94 
x<l) = ll.306~ P(,05-,02) 
Chromosome 5 
T'!' I IN NN Totals 
..;:t TT 2 ( 1.181) 2(-2.914) 7( 1. 735) 11 
Q) 
13 ~ 4( . 724) 27( 7.341) 13 (.-8. 063) 44 0 
Ul 
~ NN 1(-1.904) 13( .. 4.425) 25( 6,330) 39 
1-1 
.c:: 
I:,) Total$ 7 42 45 94 
. 2 
x(4) = 14.5082 P(.01 
103 
TABLE 63 
Composition of experimental popvlation 5, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromc;,i;ome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 4( 2.495) 8( .064) 1(-2.557) 13 
N 
~ TN 6( - .813) 
0 
42( 5.979) 11(-5.147) 59 
U) 
0 NN 1(-1.663) 8(-6,042) 14( 7. 706) 23 e 
~ 
..c: Totals 11 58 26 95 c.> 
:x(4) ;:: 21.3640 P< .01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Iota ls 
N Tl' 0( -.957) UC 1.558) 2( -.600) 13 
~ TN 4( - . 347) 47( 4.148) 8(-3.800) 59 
U) 
~ ~ 3 ( 1. 306) 11(-5. 705) 9( 4.400) 23 
'"' 
..c: Totals · 7 69 19 95 c.> 
. X(l) ;: 10.1700 P(.05',<02) 
Cb,romo1:1ome .5 
TT. TN NN Totals 
-.:t TT 0(-1.031) U( .979) 3( .053) 14 
~ TN 3(-1,126) 47( 6.916) 6(-5.789) 56 
U) 
la 
0 NN 4( 2 .158) 10(-7 ,894) 11( 5.737) 25 
~ l'otals 7 68 20 95 c.> 
. 2 ' 
x(4) ;: 17. 7345 P:(. Ol 
104 
TABLE 64 
Composition of experi~ental population 5, 135 day analysis, with 












,5 (-4. ,340) 








































6 ( . 781) 
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6(-7.461) 

















. 2 . .. 
X(4) = 29.0389 P(,01 
TABLE 65 
Composition of experimental population 5, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 3( 1,735) 3(-4.951) 9( 3.217) 15 
N 
0) 
TN 4( -.132) 32( 6.386) 13(-5.891) 49 6 
Cf.I 
~ NN 0(-1.602) 9(~1.072) 10( 2.675) 19 
0 
l-1 
0 Totals 7 44 32 83 
x(t) = 12.9459 P( .02- .01) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 




TN 2(-3,903) 41( 6. 760) 6(-2.855) 49 
Cf.I 
0 ~ 3( • 711) 10(-3.277) 6( 2.56,7) 19 13 8 
..c: Totals 10 58 15 83 C) 
x(l) = 14.5982 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals . 
TT 2( 1.037) 5 ( - .590) 1 ('- .445) 8 
-.:I" 
~ TN 2(-3.301) 0 39( 8.254) 3(-4.951) 44 
Cf.I 
~ NN 6( 2.266) 0 14(-7 .662) ll( 5.398) 31 
l-1 
..c: Totals 10 58 15 83 C) 
x(4) = 17. 9566 P(. 01 
106 
TABLE 66 
Composition of ~~perime~tal population 7, 15 day analysis, with 
devi~tions from p~oportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT .tN .mi Totals 
N TT 26( 3.7()9) 25(-3.708) 53 
i TN 16(•3,708) 27( 3,709) 43 0 {/J 
a NN 0 
1,.1 
~ Total~ 44 52 96 
Ix,£> ~ 2.3101.~(.70-.50) 
.,ch~omosome' 5 
I; ll' :rn J:iN Totals 
N .'!T 29(-1,208) 21( 1.209) 50 
i 





'totals 58 38 96 
x<~> ·~ 2,j470 P(.70-.50) 
Chromo!!lome 5 
Tt. IN NN Totals I 
"'1' TT 32( 4.584) 15(-4.583) 47 
m TN 24(-5.583} 25( 4.584) 49 0 
{/J 
0 g NN 
d Total~ 56 40 96 
xcZJ ~ 3.6029 ~(.50-.30) 
107 
TA:BLE 67 
Compositio~ of experimental population 7, 45 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
TT 36( 14.734) 9(-13.747) O( -.989) 45 
N 
~ TN 7(-13.791) 
0 
35( 12.759) 2( 1,033) 44 
I'll 
a '.NN 0( -.945) 2( ,990) O( ·.0439) 2 
0 
1-1 
0 +otalij 43. 46 2 91 
X(*) = 43. 2129 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
';L'.T TJS NN Totals 
TT 24( 8.407).; 19(-7 .461) O( -.945) 43 
N 




NN l( .275) 1( -.230) 0(- .0439) , 2 
1-1 
,d 
c.., Totals 33 56 2 91 
2 
x(4) = 19. 7016 P(.01 
. Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-.I' TT 28'( 12,044) 15 (-11.6~9) 1( .033) 44 
~ TN 5(-11.318) 40( 12,308) O( -.989) 45 0 
I'll 
i NN 0( - . 725) 1( 0 -,230) 1( .956) 2 
1-1 
6 Totals 33 56 2 91 
2 




Composition of experimental population 7, 75 day analysis, with 
deviaUons from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
· Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 16 ( 5. 723) 2(-7.166) 7 ( 1.445) 25 
QJ 
s TN 18 (-5. 022) 27( 6 .467) 11(-1.444) 56 
U) 
~ NN 3 ( - • 700) 4( .700) 2( .000) 9 0 
1,,1 
..c: 
c;) Totals 37 33 20 90 
x<~) = 15 . 96 70 P.(. 01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 10( 1.056) 10(-1. 244) 3( .189) 23 
~ TN 22( -.555) 30( 1.645) 6 (-1. 088) 58 0 
U) 
~ NN 3( - .500) 4( .., .400) 2( .900) 9 0 
1,,1 
0 Totals 35 44 11 90 
X 2 (4) = 1.5135 P(.90-.80) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
...::t T'r 24'( 8 .834) 13(-6 .066) 2 (,.1. 788) 39 
QJ 
-13 TN 7(- 5. 055) 23( 7.845) 1(-3.766) 31 0 
U) 
~ ~ 4(-3. 777) 8(-1, 777) 8( 5.556) 20 0 1,,1 
0 Totals 35 44 11 90 
x(4) = 31.2471 P(.01 
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TABLE 69 
Composition of experimentc;1.l population 7, 105 day ;malysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 8( 2.256) 6 (-4. 011) 3( 1.867) 17 
(]) 
18(-3.700) 42( 4.900) 3(-1.200) s TN 63 0 
00 
0 
1.556) -,888) s NN 5( ~( O( ~.666) 10 0 
~ 
..r:: 
u Totals 31 53 6 90 
x(4) = 8.67H P(.10'" .05) 
Chromosome 5 
T'J; TN NN Totals 
N TT 6( 1. 2 78) 9(-2.144) 2( .867) 17 
(]) 
s TN 16(-1.501) 4S( 3.700) 2("'2.200) 63 0 
00 
0 
s NN 3( .223) 5(-1.555) 2( i.334) 10 0 
~ 
..r:: 
u Totals 25 59 6 90 
x· = 6,0924 P(.20-,10) (4) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
~ TT 14( 5.945) 14(-4,888) 1( •.9~3) 29 
Q) 
s TN 8(-6.722) 42( 7,265) 3( -.533) 53 0 
Cl) 
0 
s NN 3( . 778) 3(-2.244) 2( 1.467) 8 0 
~ 
..r:: 
c., Totals 25 59 6 90 
x(4) 16,0182 P(.01 
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TA~L~ 70 
Composition of ~~periment;al pop\.ilat:lon 7, 135 da,y ~~alyeis, w;i.th 
deviations frpm proportional!ty to margi~al freque~~!es 
r ChromQaome 4 
TT ,IN. NN Totals 
.. ; p.: ., ... ,., 1 • , I · 
N TT 10( 4.()00) 5 (-5, 200) 3( 1.200) 18 
~ TN 18( .. 3.000) 44( 8,300) 1(-5.300) 63 0 
Cl) 
0 
13 ' ml 2( .. 1.0QO) i ('"3. l.QQ) ~, 4,100) 9 0 
1-1 
0 Totals 30 51 9 9.0 
I;'' 2 
x(4) ;;,; Jl,82~6. :r·(.ot 
Ch:rqmosom~ ,,. . , 
TT TN 
... ·Ntt Tota\s 
, I Ii L -I . ·, I ,11'·1 ,Ii , ·· 
N TT 12( ,5.667) 6("' 5. 611) l( ., • 0,55) 19 
. cu 
13 TN 15 (-6 .ooo> · 49( 7.500) 2(~1.500) 6,3 0 
Cl) § NN 3( ,334) j( .. i.888) 2( 1,556). ~ 
1-1 
.d 
u To1;c;1.ls 30 55 5 90 
. ·2 
x(4) = 17,8272 P(.01 
Chrompsowe 5 
TT 
. I TN I, IS-r, L NN . Totals. 
-:I' TT 15( 4.32:n 16 , .. 2. 944) 0(-1.377) ~1 
~ TN ll(-6.222) 38{ 7.445) 1 (-1. 222) 50 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 5( 1.900) 1("'4,500) 3( 2.600) 9 0 
1-1 
.d 
u Totals 31 55 4 90 
2 I . , .. 
x(4) = Ji • .;3917 P(,01 
TABLE 71 
Composition of experiment<;i~ population 7, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations f~om proportionality to marginal frequ~ncies 
Cbrromosome 4 
TT TN. NN Totals 
TT 19 ( 9,609) 11(-7.782) 2(-.1.826) 32 
N 
Q) TN 8(-7,554) 41( 9.892) 4(-2.336) 53 5 
UJ 
~ NN 0(•2. 054) 
0 
2(-2.108) 5( 4.164) 7 
H 
,.,c: Totals 27 54 11 92 C) 
x(~) = 45.4266 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
.• t TT TN NN Totals .... 
TT 14( 4.674) 17(-5.597) 2( .924) 33 N 
~ T:ti/ 9(-5.695) 43( 7,392) 0(-1.695) 52 0 
UJ 
0 
3( 1,022) 3(-1.793) 1( • 772) 7 s NN 0 
H 
,.,c: 
Totals 26 63 3 92 u 
x(4) = 14.8'734 P(,01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN. Totals 
..j- TT 14( 6.392) 13(-6.478) 1( .087) 28 
Q) 
8(-7.673) 45 ( 7.435) 1( ... 760) 54 13 TN 0 
UJ 
~ NN 3( ,283) 6( - . 956) 1( . 674) 10 0 
H 
0 Totals 25 64 3 92 
X 2 = 14.7822 P(.01 (4) 
TABLE n 
Composition of experimental population 8, 15 day analysis, with 
deviationl;l from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
· TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 37( 13. 258) 1 O ( .. 13 . 25 7) 47 
(]J 
13 TN 12(-13,257) 38( 13,258) 50 0 
U) 
~ NN a 
H 
..c:: 
C,) Tot;als 49 48 97 
x(l) = 29.0232 r<.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N T'l' 25 ( 7,186) 23(-7,185) 48 
(]J 
13 TN 11 (-7, 185) 38( 7,186) 49 0 
U) 
~ NN 0 
H 
..c:: 
C) Totals 36 61 97 
x<i) = 9.4558 P(.10~.05) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
..j" TT 23( 4.444) 27("4.443) 50 
~ TN 13(-4.443) 34( 4.444) 47 0 
U) 
0 
13 NN 0 
H 
..c:: 
C) Totals 36 61 97 
. 2 
x(4) = 3.4945 P(.50- .30) 
113 
',l'ABLE 7'3 
Composition of e~perimental populations 8, 45 day an~lysi~. with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal freq~enoies 
TT 
N TT 24( 10,024) 
~ TW 0 
ti) 
12 ("'10 .023) 
2 NN 0 
1-1 
0( .00()) 
6 Total$ 36 
IT 
N T'l' 21( 8.200) 
~ TN 13(-8.200) 0 
ti) 






Tl' 24( 9.589) 
~ TN ll ( .. 8. 764) 
ro 
i NN 0( -.823) 0 
Jil 
C.) 
















11( .. 9 .176) 
37{ 9.330) 




'.~~. . ';('otal~, .. 
0( ~.338) 3:3 
1( ,33~) 52 
0( ,000) 0 
1 ~5 
NN .Totals 
0 ( .. , 752) 32 
2( • 753) 53 
O( .0()0) 0 
2 85 
NN . TQtals 
O( - ,411) 35 
0( ... 564) 48 
1( .977) 2 
1 85 
·2 X(4) ~ 49.2314 P{.01 
TABL;E: 74 
Composition of experimental population 8, 75 day apalysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marg:Lnal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TI. IN NN Iotals 
N 'rT 24( 5.596) 11( .. 6.089) 4.< .497) 39 
~ TN 13(,-6 1 348) 26 ( 8.034) 2( .. 1,685) 41 
\"I.) 
~ NN 5( .. 753) 2 (-1. 94,3) H 1.192) 9 0 
1-i 
..c 
t,) Totals 42 39 .8 89 
:x:(4) = 11,6529 P( .OS- .02) 
Chromosome 5 
Il TN NN Tot;als 
N TT 27( 7. 6 75) 13(-7.224) O( -.449) 40 
~ l'~ 10(-9,325) 30( 9. 776) 0( -.449) 40 0 
\"I.) 
0 
13 NN 6( l.652) 2(-2,550) 1( .899) 9 0 
i.:, 
6 Totals 43 45 1 89 
x<l). = 25,8095 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN N!:1 Totals 
"' 
l'T 26 ( 5,708) 16(-6.224) 1( . 517) 43 
Q) 
13 TN 10(-7.932) 28( 8.360) 0( -.426) 38 0 
\"I.) 
~ NN 6( 2.225) 2 ( .. z .134) 0( .... 089) 8 0 
i.:, 
0 Totals 42 46 1 89 
x(t) = 13.9111 P(,01 
115 
TABLE 75 
Composition of experimental population 8, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 20( 2.689) 16(-3.844) 2( 1.156) 38 
~ TN 18(-2.044) 26( 3.023) 0( -.977) 44 0 
ti) 
~ NN 3( -.644) 5( .823) 0( -.177) 8 
1-4 
..c 
u Totals 41 47 2 90 
X(l) = 3.4512 P(.50-.30) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 20 ( 1.423) 18(-1.422) O( .000) 38 
~ TN 17(-4.511) 27( 4.512) 0( .000) 44 0 
ti) 
0 
a NN 7( 3.089) 1(-3.088) 0( .000) 8 0 
1-4 
0 Totals 44 46 0 90 
x(f) = 6,8366 P(.20-.10) 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
._j- TT 26 ( 6 .067) 13(-6.066) O( .000) 39 
~ TN 17(-6.511) 29( 6.512) 0( .000) 46 0 
ti) 
~ NN 3( .445) 2 ( ... 444) 0( .000) 5 8 
..c 
u l'otals 46 44 0 90 
x(~) = 7.6233 P(.20-.10) 
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TABLE 76 
Oompos;i..tion of experimental population 8, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Ch,romosome 4 
TT TN .NN Tqtals 
N TT 14( 5.825) 15(-4.417) 2(-1.406) 31 
(l) 
s TN 6(-7.714) 39) 6.429) 7( 1. 286) 52 0 
{I.) 
~ NN 4( 1.891) 
1,.1 
3(-2.010) 1( .121) ·a 
,.c: 
u 
'l'otals 24 57 10 91 
... 2 .. ' 
x(4) :i:: 14 .1552 P ,(. 01 
Chrc>1nosome 5 
IT TN NN ·r~~ah .. 
N TT 15( 5.462) 16(-3.07~) 0(-2. 384) 31 




2( ,.. . 769) 5( -.538) 2( 1. 308) .9 
,.c: 
u 
'l'otals 28 56 7 91 
.-.. 
-
·x(&) = f1. 33P P(. 05'.'.. 02) 
__,.,.,.--i----- -"-~""'!'~ 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 




TN 10(-7 .538) 46( 9.900) 1(•2,758) 57 
0 g:. NN 5( 1,924) 2( ... 4.263) 3( 2.341) 10 1,.1. 
,.c: 
u Totals 28 57 6 91 
. 2 
x(4) = 27.2019 P(.01 
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TABLE n 
Composition of experimental popµlation 8, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 14 ( 5. 56 7) 10(-7.422) 4( 1.823) 28 
QJ 
13 TN 9(-6.900) 44(11.023) 0(-4.122) 53 0 
(/) 
0 
13 NL'l 4( 1. 300) 2(-3.600) 3( 2.300) 9 0 
I.I 
,.c 
u Totals 27 56 7 90 
x(4) = 30. 204 7 · P (. 01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 12( 3.900) 12(-4.500) 3( .600) 27 
QJ 
13 TN 13(-3.200) 41( 8.000) 0(-4.800) 54 0 
(/) 
~ NN 2 ( - . 700) 2(-3.500) 5( 4.200) 9 
I.I 
,.c 
u Totals 27 55 8 90 
x(4) 35.0848 P<.Ol 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-ct" TT 13( 5.200> 12(-3.833) 1(-1.311) 26 
~ TN 12(-5.100) 42( 7.Hi7) 3(-2.066) 57 0 
(/) 
0 
13 NN 2( ~ .. 100) 1(-3.227) 4( 3.378) 7 0 
I.I 
,.c 
u Totals 27 55 8 90 
. x<i) = 28.7591 P(.01 
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T~LE 78 
Composition of experimental population 3, 45 day analysis, with 
d~yiatiQP.S from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
II. IN Nlj To~ds. 
N TT 13( 4.805) 3( - .172) 7(-4.632) 23 
~ TN 3(-1.275) 7( 5.345) 2(-4.068) 12 
ill 
i NN 15( .. 3.528) 2(-5.172) 35( 8.702) 52 (!) 
~ 
.d 
C) Totals 31 12 44 87 
x(4) ·= 32.3214 P< .. Ol 
Chromosome 5 
n. TN .NN. Totals. 
N T'l;' 10( 4.437) 3( -.793) 9(-3.643) 22 
i 
0 TN 2(-1. 793) 
1:1) 
9 ( 6 .414) · 4( .. 4.620) 15 
~ NN 10(-2,643) 3(-5.643) 37( 8.265) 50 
~ 
a Totals 22 15 50 87 
' 2 ' ' ' ' ' ', . ' 
X(4) = 30,6266 P(,01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN. Totals 
..:I" .TT '16( 8,161) 4(-1.344) 11 (-6 .816) 31 
~ TN 1(-2,034) 8 ( 5. 932) 3(-.3.896) 12' 0 
ii) 
i 
-NN 5 (-6 .264) 3(-4.586) 36 (10. 713) 44 0 
~ 
a 
·Totals 22 15 50 87 
X 2 I = 42. 8154 l'(. 01 (4) 
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TABLE 79 
Composition of experimental population 3, 75 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 13( 3.609) 0(-2.478) 6(-3.086) 19 
~ TN 7( .740) 9( 6.914) 0(-7 .652) 16 0 
Cl) 
0 ~ NN 16 (-6 .304) 3(-4.434) 38(10. 740) 57 
..c: 
t.) Totals 36 12 44 92 
' ' 2 
.,; 32.3424 P(.01 x(4) 
,Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
N TT 14( 8.011) 3 ( - . 717) 2(-7.293) 19 
~ TN 3(-2.358) 10( 6 .283) 4(-4.315) 17 0 
Cl) 
~ NN 12(-5.652) 5(-5.956) 39 (11.609) 56 
I,.( 
0 Totals 29 18 45 92 
X(l) ~ 38.4422 P(.01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
...:I" ,TT 18( 6,337) 10( 2. 761) 9(-.9.097) 37 
B 'rN 2(-2.097) 7( 4.457) 4(-2.358) 13 
Cl) 
~ NN 9(-4.239) 1(-7.217) 32(11.45.7) 42 0 
.fl 
C,) Totals 29 18 45 92 
x(~) = 32,9136 !>(.01 
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TABLE 80 
Composition .of experimental population 3, 105 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
Chromosome 4 
TT TN NN Totals 
N 
TT 1( .419) 2( 1.143) O("'l ,56n 3 
i TN 4(-1.816) 20( 11.429) 6 ('"9 .612) 30 0 
Cl) 
i :tiN. 14( 1.398) 6(-12.571) 45(1l.174) 65 
0 
~ 
ts Totals 19 28 · 51 89 
I 2 
x(4) "'37.4707P(.Ol 
. Chromosome 5 
. Tl TN NN l;otal§ I . ' 
N TT 1( ,511) 1( .143) .H - .653) 3 
~ TN 2(-2.897) 23,( 14.429) 5(-11.533) 30 
Cl) 
-· i NN 0( 2,388) 4(-.14.571) 48{ 12.184) 65 
J,i 
;.d 
Totals 16 28 54 98 u 
2 
.x(4) ;:: 50,9797 p.(,01 
Chromosome 5 
I 
TT TN [~ .T:Qt§lS 
"'" 
TT 4( .898) 2(-3.428) 13( 2. 53l.) 19 
i TN 4( - • 5 71) 18(10,000) 6(-9.428) 28· 0 
{/) 
i NN 8( - .326) 8(-6.571) 35( 6.898) Si 0 
~ 
0 Totals 16 28 54 98. 
X 2 
. (4) :;;: 26 ,6802 .P(,01 
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TABl.,E 81 
Composition of e~perimental population 3, 135 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to I11arginal frequencies 
. Chromosome 4 
TT TN mi Totals. 
TT 5( 3,045) 2( .045) 1(-3.088) 8 N 
~ 
0 TN 3 (-1. 888) 14( 9,lP) 3(•7.222) 20 
(I) 
~ 
0 NN 14(-1.155) 6(-9.155) 42(10.312) 62 
M 
0 Totals 22 22 46 90 
X 2 = 34.'6871 P(,01 (4) 
. Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN 'I!ota,ls 
TT 5( 2.867) 2( · ~. 04~) . 1(-2.822) 8 N 
Q) 
2 ("'3.066) 15 ( 10.145) 2(-7 .077) 19 13 TN 0 (I) 
·~· NN 17( ,200) 0 6(-10.100) 40( 9. 900) 63 
M 
0 Totals 24 23 43 90 
x(~) = 44.1044 P(.01 
.Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Totals 
-::I' TT 16(10.400) 1(-4.369) 4(-6 .033) 21 
ii 
0 TN 1(-4.866) 17 (11.378) 4("'6.511) 22 
Cll 
0 7(-5.533) 5(-7.0ll.) .35(12.545) 47 13 NN 0 
M 
0 Totals 24 23 43 90 
xz 
.. (4) = 53.8545 P{.01 
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TAaLE 82 
Composition of experimental pc:>pulation 3, 165 day analysis, with 
deviations from proportionality to marginal frequencies 
. Chromosome 4 
II TN NN 1'9.t;als 
N TT l( .070) 0(-1.279) 4( 1.210) 5 
§ TN 2( .. 2 .279) U( 6.117) 9 (-3 .837) 23 
~ g NN 13( 2.210) 10(·-4.837) 35( 2.628) 58 
ll 0 Totals 16 22 48 86 
X 2 (4) = 12. 7723 P(,01 
Chromosome 5 
TT TN NN Iotals 
N TT 2( .886) 1( -,883) 3( .000) 6 
~ 'rN 1 (-3.279) 18 (1.0. 780) 4(-7.500) 23 
a> § 
,.. :NN 13( 2,396) 8(•9.895) 36( 7.500) 57 
ts Tot ah 16 27 43 86 
~(i) = 32.5422 .P(.01 
.Chromosome 5 
TI TN NN Totals 
.;t- TT 7( 4.384) 3(-2.058) 5 (-2 .325) 15 
i 
'l'N 3(.,.1.011) 0 
11) 
15 ( 7,245) 5(-6.232) 23 
a NN 5 (-3 .372) 11(•5,186) 32( 8.559) 48 0 ,.. 
.d 
u Totals 15 29 42 86 
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Fig. 1. Cage 1. Started with texana females and novamexicana 
males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous combinations of 
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Fig. 2. Cage 2. Started with novamexicana females and texana 
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Fig. 3. Cage 6. Started with hybrid (texana x novamexicana) females 
and males. The percentage .of homozygous ·and heterozygous chromosome 
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Fig. 4 · Cage 9. Started with hybrid (noy;amexicana x texana) 
females and males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous chromo-
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Fig. 5. Cage 4. Started with hybrid (texana x noyamexicana) females 
and novamexicana males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous 
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Fig. 6. Cage 5. Started with novamexicana females and hybrid 
(texana x novamexicana) males. The percentage of homozygous and hetero-
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Fig. 7. Cage 7. Started with hybrid (texana x noyamexican) females 
and texana males. The perc.entage of homozygous • and heterozygous combinations 
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Fig. 8. Cage 8. Started with texana females and hybrid (texana x 
novamexicana) males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous 
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Fig. 9. Cage 3. Females and males of both species. The percentage 
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Fig. 10. Cage.l. Started with texana females and noyamexicana 
males. The percentage of homozygou~ and heterozygous combinations of 
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]i'ig. 11. Cage 2. Started with novamexicana females and texana 
males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous combinations of 
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Fig. iz. Gage 6, Sta1;tecl with hybrids (t;e~ana x ngyamexican!l!) 
females a~d males. The percentage of homozygous and heterozygous · 
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Fig. 13, Cage 9. Started with hybrid (texana x noyamexkcana) 
females an~ males. ~he percentage of homozygous and heterozygous 
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Fig. 14. Cage 4. Started with hyqrid (teeana x novamexicana 
females and novamexicana males. The percentage of homozygous and 
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Fig. 15. Cage 5. Started with nqyame;i:cj.cana females and hybrid 
(texana x novamexicana) males. The percentage of homozygous and hetero-
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Fig. 16. Cage 7. Started with hybrid (texana x noyamexicana) 
females and texana males, The percentage-of homozygous and hetero-
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Fig. 17. Cage 8, Started with texana females and hybrid 
(texana ~WJil.o'\tamexicana) males. The percentage of homozygous and 
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Fig. 18. Cage 3. Females and males of both species. The percentage 
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